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OUT. HIKE. Fuel your � re, conquer the cold and take 
your hike to new heights. Your mountain awaits. 
Thrive with Polarand 8 WTPF at merrell.com





With 8 hours of battery life and double the heated 
surface area, AltiHeat Technology™ keeps you toasty 
in the coldest conditions.
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people are probably cold. Visit columbia.comN
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ON THE COVER: To experiment with some new ideas, the Higher Learning cover is a composite image made up of three photos: Dan Treadway on Blackcomb Mountain, the Alaskan Tordrillo Mountains and 
the underside of the Mendenhall Glacier. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTOS,
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The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination.        – Albert Einstein



Born in the Canadian Coast Mountain wilderness, 
Arc’teryx is built on the principle of obsessive, 
precise design and production. Our in-house 
manufacturing and design centres allow us to 

evolve and build products the right way.



Feet First
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Democracy works in the mountains. Everyone’s voice counts when you’re up 
high, surrounded by seracs and terrain traps. Everyone counts and everyone 
is equal because the mountains are always in charge — there are people 
who know more and people who know less, but no one knows everything.

And that’s the way it should be — human beings are historically terrible 
at wielding power. And that is perhaps the most important role of nature 
— every ice storm, avalanche or wave crashing onto a rocky coastline is 
meant to remind us, “You are not the boss, so act accordingly.”

This means behaving with grace and humility, but also with confidence 
and precision. It means searching for connections that others don’t see 
and looking for places and moments that others pass by. It means trying 
and failing, and learning. Then heading back out into the elements and 
trying again. 

The Greeks invented democracy (and they have some pretty decent 
mountains up around Delphi). Plato, one of the finest Greek philosophers, 
wrote a thing called The Allegory of the Cave, about reality, knowledge 
and nature.

This is way back around the year 520. Plato said to imagine people, 
who had been chained to a wall at the bottom of a cave since shortly 

after birth (the Greeks didn’t mess around), and the only concept these 
people have of the rest of world is the shadows they see on the cave wall. 
Shadows of other people, above them and walking past a fire, sometimes 
carrying a jar or an animal, sometimes not. Their whole reality is simply 
shadows on a wall.

Plato then discusses what it would be like to be unchained and taken 
away from the shadows to see the real objects, the people and the fire  
— suddenly everything you know becomes infinitely more complex than 
you thought. And then you step outside the cave…

Knowledge and learning are infinite. Plato’s cave story is a meditation 
on how ideas are stronger than perceptions and how there’s always a 
next level. So regardless of what you think you know, the mountains can 
always teach you something new — about  yourself, the world and the 
value of venturing as far from the cave as possible. 

– Feet Banks

Ed. Note – In keeping with our Higher Learning theme this issue, we’re 
putting classic quotes and insights at the end of each story.

JUSTA JUSKOVA PHOTO.

PRINCIPAL’SMESSAGE

Human behaviour flows from three main sources: desire, emotion, and knowledge.         – Plato
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Visit Whistler’s Play Professionals at 
Activity Central – your one-stop shop 

for all activity bookings. 

Discount 
Tube Park &
Fresh Tracks 

Tickets

20 Years of 
Extraordinary 
Vacations

Club Intrawest is North America’s premier boutique 
vacation club. Since 1994, our Members have 
shared ownership of beautifully-crafted Vacation 
Homes across Canada, the United States and Mexico, 
including here in Whistler.

To learn more about Membership, 
call 604.938.8111 | 1.866.938.9298 
or email us at stays@clubintrawest.com

Whistler, BC

Zihuatanejo, MX

clubintrawest.com
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Text and Photos by Damian Cromwell

There is something awesome and powerful about 
reuniting with pages of slide film that haven’t been 
unearthed in years. I’ve recently had the opportunity 
to delve deep into my archives and quickly found 
myself lost for hours on end at the light table amongst 
countless, tangible and juicy slide images. A far more 
pleasurable experience than staring at pixels on a 
computer monitor…

There once was a time, not too long ago, when all the 
adventures with amazing friends in beautiful places had 
to be captured on slide film. Moments in time frozen on a 
roll of 24 or 36, then sent away for processing for many 
days, if not weeks, before they could be seen or relived. 

During the early years of experimentation and learning 
to work with slide film, I would keep written notes on 
what manual settings I had set for each image taken. 
Every trip to the film lab in Vancouver to pick up the 
images was a day of great joy (and often disappointment) 
to crack open the envelope at the light table inside the 
lab and be thrown back once again to each of those 
adventures and characters. 

Then came the cross-referencing back to my notes 
in order to try and nail the image better at the next 
opportunity. The entire process took patience and 
dedication and “getting the shot” was very much about 
learning by doing — trial and error. Compared to the 
easy adjustments and instant gratification of digital 
photography, the old way seems archaic and clunky, 
but at the same time the images from back then also 
seem somehow more important.

This page of slide film is an assortment of photographs 
from the mid-nineties to early 2000s. It partially displays 
my journey as a photographer and ski enthusiast in 
my earlier years throughout the Sea to Sky Corridor 
and beyond. More importantly however, it represents 
the camaraderie of true friends and the discovery of 
ourselves through exploration and appreciation of the 
environment around us. These images all took thought 
and work (and often more than a bit of luck) but they 
are mine forever on a tiny rectangle of chemically en-
hanced celluloid; real-world celebrations of spirits and 
adventures that will continue to inspire and remind me 
why it’s important to freeze time any way you can. TH
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ABOVE AND FEATURED LEFT: A young gentleman of the mountains, Brett Carlson spent just six years living in Whistler before he passed away in January 
2000 but in that short time he skied countless vertical feet and had that magical ability to bring endless smiles and laughter to everyone around him. His 
skiing exploits included a buttery smooth mastery of Air Jordan, steep coastal first descents and an unsupported traverse from the Bugaboos to Rogers 
Pass. Brett is remembered for the sheer fun and positivity he brought to each day he spent here and even in his absence he continues to teach us the value 
of each and every day in the mountains.

Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.          – Mahatma Gandhi
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By Natalie Langmann

Today is “Go Surfing Day”. Or at least it’s supposed to be. Pro snowboarder Marie-France Roy 
lives just a 15-minute walk from the beach, in a cob house she built herself near Vancouver Is-
land’s lesser known surf town, Ucluelet.  She hasn’t surfed in weeks, however. The last two years 
of her career have been consumed by The Little Things, an environmental awareness snowboard 
movie, and right now it’s crunch time.

“Lately, I’m always on my computer,” Marie explains. “Doing interviews, social media, fundraising 
and just trying to organize the final stages, from music rights, distribution, festivals, premiers, and 
other obligations.” Marie recently wrapped up a successful Kickstarter campaign and is preparing 
for a speaking tour at elementary schools throughout California to talk about global warming.

“But right now I need to be collaborating with the creative genius behind the actual movie,” she 
explains, opening a laptop and calling the Squamish-based filmmaker on Skype. Marie and Darcy 
first crossed paths through their mutual sponsor, Oakley. Darcy was winding down a professional 
mountain bike career to pursue filmmaking full-time, and with a BA in Environmental Studies and 
a master’s degree in intercultural communication, she seemed the perfect fit for a snowboard film 
looking to blaze new thematic trails.

“I wanted to work with someone who cared about the cause and had a creative look and feel that 
wasn’t so based on action shots only,” Marie explains. “If Darcy had said no, I’m not sure if I would 
have pursued the idea.”

THE LITTLE THINGS 
A NEW ENVIRONMENTAL SNOWBOARD  
MOVIE TACKLES BIG QUESTIONS BY  
STARTING WITH SMALL ANSWERS

   Continued

Feed your mind.... DARCY TURRENE PHOTO.

FILMSTUDIES
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“I was very honoured that Marie would even think of me for a project like this,” Darcy pipes in from 
the laptop. “But to be totally honest, my first thought was ‘Holy shit, am I ready to commit to a 
project this big?’ I had no idea.” 

And that’s when the magic came alive. With standard snowboard films, individual rider’s sponsors 
usually pay from $10-20,000 to have a rider featured in the movie. Filming without that sponsor 
buy-in allowed Marie and Darcy the luxury of chasing down anyone in the history of snowboarding 
who had a greater story to tell. 

The Little Things features big names like Jeremy Jones and Gretchen Bleiler (both of whom have 
been to the White House to speak with President Obama on climate change) as well as lesser 
known rippers like Tamo Campos, a devoted splitboarding, environmental-activist currently fighting 
coal mines in the Sacred Headwaters with Beyond Boarding. Ex-pro-riders, Jonaven Moore and 
Mikey Basich, were chosen for their sustainable homes and for finding ways to ride big mountains 
without burning fossil fuels. 

“I wanted a variety of inspiring people,” enthuses Marie. “It feels very good to be able to feature 
riders for their stories, over the size of their contracts. My whole career, I have looked up to some 
riders for more than just their riding.” 

Not having to travel with a big name film crew chasing perfect snow conditions allowed Darcy and 
Marie the freedom to travel north to Prince Rupert to go splitboarding with First Nations weaver, 
Meghann O’Brien. Learning how to chase goats through the mountains for wool, or stripping cedar 
trees for bark had become a stronger passion for Meghann than chasing a professional snowboard 
career.

The Little Things looks beyond just snowboarders though; the girls got a “golden ticket” interview 
with iconic Canadian scientist David Suzuki and found valuable stories interviewing Arthur DeJong, 
Mountain Planning and Environmental Resource Manager at Whistler Blackcomb. 

   Continued

“It feels good to be able 
to feature riders for their 
stories, over the size of 
their contracts.”

- Marie-France Roy

Frame grabs from The Little Things.



604 938 1700 or 1 800 330 4354
www.blackcombaviation.com
info@blackcombaviation.com

From backcountry heli drops to sightseeing tours, sled recoveries, glacier walks, 
corporate events, picnics, city transfers or weddings... Let us be your ride.

The offi cial helicopter of Whistler Blackcomb



Without knowledge, action is useless and knowledge without action is futile.          – Abu Bakr
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“Whistler is a very good example of a business community that realizes their direct connection 
with nature and the importance of keeping environmentalism in their economic development,” says 
Marie. “Arthur’s words were some of the most meaningful of the whole film for me. It seems like 
making businesses a part of the solution is one of the best ways to really accomplish realistic and 
big-scale changes towards a greener future.” 

Marie has always been a tenacious snowboarder capable of holding her own with any crew, so her 
lack of film production experience was just another challenge to face head on.  Darcy explains 

that Marie earned her producer stripes early on, mentioning how they would often bounce back 
and forth interviewing people. She teases that Marie has become quite tech-savvy, quickly 
adding that now that the movie is complete, they often joke that their biggest accomplish-
ment is the fact that they remained good friends in the end. 

“You really get to know someone when you make a movie with them, and Marie was awesome 
from inception to delivery,” says Darcy, who is currently moving away from documentary 
style snowboard flicks to pursue her passion of fiction filmmaking. When I ask Marie 
what’s next, she pauses before answering.

“Sometimes, it really is the littlest things in life that matter most, so I’m in the process of 
selling my truck and sled. After making a movie like this, I’m inspired to buy a fuel-efficient 

van and just go splitboarding wherever the conditions are good.” As the light filters through 
repurposed glass bottles built into the walls of her home, Marie smiles and says, “Let’s go 

hang by the ocean; it’s ‘Go Surfing Day’ after all.” 

The Little Things is available on iTunes and all proceeds from the film go to Protect Our Winters 
(POW) and David Suzuki Foundation. thelittlethingsmovie.net

ABOVE: Mike Basich, Turns earned, lessons learned. Screen grab from The Little Things. BELOW: The Filmmakers. Darcy Turenne (left) and Marie-France Roy. 
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It all started with a $20 tip from an American hotel guest and a request 
for his skis to be tuned. Then ski-valet, Yohann Sheetz, bought some 
wax, ‘borrowed’ an iron from housekeeping, and started Underground 
Tuning, a core, local shop and one of Whistler’s best-kept secrets.   

“I’m not just tuning them,” Yohann says “I’m putting a better feeling into 
them.” And after working on more than 30,000 skis and snowboards in 
the past two decades, he should know.

Mountain Life asked Yohann to help dispel some common tuning myths:

Myth: “I just bought a board, it’s already waxed.”

Truth: Factory wax is not good enough. A board with a factory wax will 
wear quickly while riding, causing friction burn and damage to the base 
material. A proper hand wax increases the life of your gear and makes 
your riding more enjoyable. According to Yohann and his team, the majority 
of people aren’t waxing enough. His rule of thumb: show your skis a little 
love by waxing every three to five rides.

Myth: “A little leftover wax after the scraping step is no big deal.”

Truth: Skipping the scraping step, or getting lazy with it, lessens the 

effectiveness of your wax. Think about using wax for hair removal. When 
peeled off, say your arm, the wax not only pulls the hair out, but it also 
exfoliates the skin, pulling oil and gunk right out of the pores. The same 
theory can be applied to your board — if you leave wax on your base, the 
snow will not only grab it, but it’ll also grab the wax in the pores of your 
board, undoing your wax job. Let’s be honest, no one likes a lazy wax  
(am I right, ladies?), so here’s the drill: wax, scrape, brush.

Myth: “I don’t need sharp edges; I hit rails in the park.”

Truth: You need edges, and a properly tuned edge will still let you hit 
rails. Properly tuned edges won’t catch when you’re doing park rails and 
are essential for control. They’ll help you get to the rail and safely stick 
the landing. 

I’ve always relied on my Dad to wax my skis, but Yohann says it’s time to 
put on my big girl ski pants and do it myself. And so should you. For more 
tips, check out Yohann’s waxing tutorial on underground-tuning.com or 
better yet, stop by for some pointers from the team at Underground Tuning 
in the Summit Lodge. 

– Sarah Woods

THE Art    OF TUNING
Even if you don’t build your boards, at least learn to self-tune the ones you have

Give your boards a spark of life. OLI DALLAIRE PHOTO.

And if ya don’t know, now ya know.         – Notorious B.I.G.

METALWORK
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WOODWORK
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Choosing skis these days can be as daunting as figuring out what to order off one of those 
mega menus at a roadside chain restaurant. There are so many variations and submenus, it can 
be difficult to decide (or even be bothered to read all the options). Often we just stick with an old 
standard: a grilled cheese. And when faced with options like pow-only, reverse-camber, park & 
pipe, concave, convex, all-mountain, rocker, race and backcountry we may just close the menu 
altogether and go for another season riding our trusty old boards.

But one of life’s greatest spices is jumping into the unknown, so when an opportunity came up 
to toss on my apron and get the full meal deal with the Whistler Mountain Adventure School’s ski 
building course, I jumped at it. If you want something done right… 

Day 1 — Design Your Topsheet Graphic

As unimportant as a topsheet is to the performance of your board(s), it happens to be one of 
the hardest decisions in the process. Like a great entrée, you eat with your eyes first, and this 
topsheet is what you will be staring down at for the next couple of winters. Draw a picture, 
take a photo, leave it blank; it’s up to you. The WMAS has a fully stocked pantry of Macs and 
a Photoshop expert to guide you through to a finished topsheet image that will be sent to the 
printer that day in order to be ready for the final stage of the class, three weeks later. 

Week 1 — Choosing Shape/Size

Going back to school can be intimidating, especially if you haven’t been in a while. At first, the 
tools in the workshop feel a bit like picking up a big knife in a professional kitchen. It could be 
unnerving if not for instructor Greg Funk (yes, that’s his real name — “Aloha, Mr Funk”). Greg 
is the founder and fabricator at Funk Skis and has been hand-building and selling skis out of 
Pemberton for over ten years. His cool demeanor instantly erases intimidation and makes that 
important first step a piece of cake.

Our class consists of two boys and two girls, all with different tastes in boards; park rider, 
ski instructor, freerider, etc. There are many things to consider when designing your boards — 
length and shape are the obvious ones, but also rise, camber, tip/tail shape, running length, 
thickness and much more. The versatility of your skis comes from choices made right now. 

Ace Mackay-Smith cooks up her own custom boards  
from scratch

   Continued

LEFT: The Ace of Pow. Customized, personalized boards for winter. TODD LAWSON PHOTO. BELOW: If you build it they will rip. ACE MACKAY-SMITH PHOTOS.



With Greg Funk’s advice and instruction, we all choose different templates and customize the measurements 
from there. I love powder but also doing big GS turns on groomers, and I want to be able to carve. I’ve 
often been frustrated with ski shop “dudes” and websites telling me what I want and how long my boards 
should be. A true master chef wants to pick all the best ingredients and prepare them exactly to taste. In 
ski building that requires a fair bit of measuring, and re-measuring. My motto for anyone building skis is 
“Measure 4 times, cut once….and then sand some more.”

Week 2 to 3 — Preparing Your Layers

Each week consists of two evening classes and a full day on the weekend. These middle weeks are all about 
cutting and preparing each of your layers for the final assembly. The core is made up of alternating layers of 
hard and soft wood with plastic tips/tails and sidewalls attached. You will measure, draw, saw, cut, plane, 
router, glue, and sand (and sand, and sand) just to prepare the core layer. The base layer also offers a few 
choices — you can go one-colour or hand-cut a custom inlay. Then you temporarily glue pre-bent (by hand) 
metal edges that match the curve of your shape. The fibreglass layers were my least favourite to cut. 

If I’m making this sound quick and easy, it’s not. You don’t want to do any of the steps twice. Making skis 
is twice as much work as a snowboard and also requires an extra element of precision to ensure both skis 
match as closely as possible. Much of your time is spent double and triple checking everything, and sanding 
and re-sanding to get that clone. 

Greg traverses between students and workstations, confirming our work and providing safety and operational 
instructions for our varying stages and progress. Surprisingly, with our distinct designs and disparate ex-
perience, we all emerge from the sawdust at almost the same time with our layers ready for amalgamation. 
 

Week 4 — The Final Product

Besides the hands-on shop elements, this ski school has homework that arms you with a business plan for 
a real or imagined ski company. But in the shop, this final week is by far the most exciting phase. Not only 
does your topsheet arrive in the mail, but you also get to take all those carefully prepared layers and miraculously 
turn them into a pair of skis. This is where you build the sandwich.

All layers, including the topsheet and some rubber strips for dampening, are glued together in a cassette 
that ensures nothing slips out of place, as everything is squeezed and slow-baked in a heavy-duty compressor. 
If anything slips, there is no fix and you start again from scratch.

After a day of curing and cooling, out comes a square and sharp-edged plank. The excitement of pulling out 
your own handmade boards, however unfinished they may appear, is comparable to opening the oven door 
and seeing that the soufflé hasn’t sunk. It’s a triumph. 

After a few more days of sawing, rotoring and sanding, you miraculously come out of it all with the gourmet, 
grilled cheese of your dreams – the  trusty, old faithful you’ve always wanted but could never find on any 
menu. Even better is that you made it yourself. If you look closely, your skis may not be absolutely perfect, 
but they are perfect for you. And that makes them really hit the spot.  
 
The Whistler Mountain Adventure School opened in 2014 and offers a plethora of classes and skills training 
for real life in the mountains. whistlermountainadventureschool.com
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You will  
measure, 
draw, saw, 
cut, plane, 
router, glue, 
and sand  
(and sand, 
and sand) just 
to prepare the 
core layer. 

Skis don’t make themselves. LEFT and MIDDLE: ACE MACKAY-SMITH PHOTOS. RIGHT: TODD LAWSON PHOTO.

 

True happiness comes from the joy of deeds well done, the zest of creating things new.         – Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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Dealer inquiry: 778-785-6855

A double kicktail board with an 
agile ski makes for an incredible 
riding experience. Handmade in  

Vancouver by a crew who know how 
to make the most out of any season.

ly - s n o w. c o m



FILMSTUDIES

THE SNOWMAN COMETH
By Penelope Buswell

It’s a climactic moment. Snow explodes 
outward from the impact and hangs in the air 
making it hard to see rotor blades snap and fly 
away. The helicopter twists onto its side and 
slips down the mountain…

Except the mountain is made of flour on a 
plywood board and the helicopter is a scale 
model. There’s an intern scooping cornstarch 
and flour into the scene, it forms a huge cloud 
of baking ingredients then gusts away in the 
sunny winter air. 

“Okay cut!” Mike Douglas stands up, jeans 
soaked from kneeling in snow, helicopter in 
hand, and hurries over to the first camera. All 
six members of the film crew gather around 
the playback screen as the model Hughes 500 
helicopter moves towards the slope, crashes, 
and then slides away. There is a moment of 
silence as the filmmakers critique the shot. I am 
shocked at how real it looks.

“We absolutely have to get this right,” Douglas 
says. After two and a half years of work, he 
is filming the crux of The Snowman, his first 
feature. It’s a non-fiction piece; the helicopter 
Douglas’ friend Kevin Fogolin was riding in 

really did smash into a mountainside. In the 
cinematic version, this begins the series of 
narrative events. 

Earlier that day I’d watched Douglas smudge 
one of the two model helicopters with pencil. 
“Which one of these helis looks more real?” 
he’d asked before pointing to the newly created 
smears of exhaust fumes and door handle 
details. To Douglas the answer was obvious, 
but he has logged a lot of heli hours — not 
the least of which came from shooting scenes 
of Kevin Fogolin doing avalanche control work 
in Toba Inlet for his film. While waiting for the 
next shot to get set up, Mike tells me a bit more 
about the film project.

With most of his experience coming from short 
films of basic ski movie format, Douglas had 
initially planned The Snowman as an extended 
episode for Salomon Freeski TV. Originally it 
had been a story just about Fogolin but the 
script and concept kept expanding. 

“The film was an evolution,” admits Douglas, 
“and it’s really awkward to say this, but as the 
scripting evolved I realized that my own story 
had a lot more relevance to Kevin’s story than 
I’d thought. Now I’m the costar of this film. If 
he’s the protagonist, then I’m the antagonist. 

We were two friends who shared the same 
passion for skiing and snow through our school 
years. The difference is that I pursued the 
dream, and he did what he thought we were 
supposed to do after school.”

Fogolin went on to become a forester, and later 
an avalanche specialist, while Douglas moved 
to Whistler to ski. Their paths rarely crossed 
in 15 years until Fogolin started working in the 
mountains. Recently, Fogolin and his family 
moved onto the same street as Douglas and 
since filming began in autumn of 2011, they 
see each other nearly every day.

“Kevin and his family started coming to Whistler 
more often; both for the film and because they 
liked hanging out with us. Then one day he told 
me, ‘We’re moving to Whistler!’, and my reac-
tion was, ‘You can’t! The film’s set in Campbell 
River! We haven’t finished the film!’ But it’s 
pretty darn cool: we’re neighbours again after 
all these years. Our friendship came full circle 
over the course of 35 years and that seemed 
like a pretty interesting story to me.” 

The Snowman Salomon Freeski TV episode will 
come out late fall 2014, and the feature film will 
premiere between December 2014 and April 
2015. 

Making Movie Magic. CHRIS RICCI PHOTO.

SPECIAL EFFECTS ON THE SET OF MIKE DOUGLAS’ FIRST FEATURE FILM
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To create something exceptional, your mindset must be relentlessly focused on the smallest detail.          – Giorgio Armani
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WORK WHERE YOU PLAY.   

Whether you want a job that 
�ts your lifestyle or need help 
growing your career, the 
WorkBC Centre is your go-to 
place for employment advice.

We can help you:
•  Write a great resume
•  Learn about the job market
•  Connect with employers
•  Develop your skills
•  Start a business

The Employment Program of British Columbia is funded by the 
Government of Canada and the Province of British Columbia.

Visit our Resource 
Centre to learn more 
about our no cost 
employment services. 
No appointment 
necessary.

www.whistlerESC.com

WHISTLER 
204-1200 Alpha Lake Rd
Phone: 604-932-1600 or 
1-877-932-1611

SQUAMISH
302-37989 Cleveland Ave
Phone: 604-815-4550 
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mountainhardwear.com
James Heim in the backcountry of British Columbia. 
We believe adventures are best when shared. See more stories and share your own at FindingWinter.com

Photos: Blake Jorgenson #FindingWinter
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By Tiffany Saibil

Vehicle-less while visiting my parents in 
Vancouver, but jonesing for some coastal pow 
turns, I found hitchwhistler.com, an easy to 
use website and mobile app. I signed up and 
immediately found a guy named Morgan from 
Coquitlam who had posted a call-out for Mount 
Baker, Washington — powder day planned! 

The site is not quite as easy as ordering 
pizza; I did need to be at a convenient pick up 
point en route for the driver, so I enlisted my 
father (who thought the days of dropping me to 
go play with boys were long in the past). Seeing 
the Dodge truck with sled deck and two young 
snowboarders, he figured all was fit for purpose 
and off we went.

After the obligatory donut stop we hit the 
border, but rather than the usual security 
questions, we got “how do you know each 
other?” (Tip: the terms “hitchhiking” and “self-
employed” both raise flags). Tired of hassling 
us, the officer waved us through to an awesome 
50-centimetre powder day that would not have 
been possible for me without access to a car.

The growth of a ‘sharing economy’ is revo-
lutionizing the way we can get to the ski hill 
(or city, or island, or anywhere). Supporting 
sustainability, sites like Hitchwhistler are also 
based on the spirit of community and trust. 
However, for those a little less adventurous, 
or for drivers unsure about allowing strangers 
into their oasis of a vehicle, Hitchwhistler has a 

user verification process and a feedback system 
to rate your car mates, including if people are: 
late/on-time, no-show, or bailed. The site also 
makes it easy to see if there is space for gear, 
which saves time messaging back and forth or 
last minute problems.

We all want to make the most of our season 
and the “first world problem” of not having your 
own vehicle is also an opportunity for adventure 
and a chance to make new friends as you 
scramble to the mountains together. It’s all 
about a shared passion and a good ride. 

Check out more of Tiffany’s car-less adventures 
at lifewithoutacar.com

Online carpooling means riders make it to the slopes while drivers reduce their 
costs — and everyone gets to the pow

Thumbs up. ANDREW STRAIN PHOTO.

NO WHEELS? 
NO PROBLEM. 

I am always doing that which i cannot do, in order that i may learn how to do it.         -Pablo Picasso

SOCIALSTUDIES





School is in session and these are classes you won’t want to skip

By Chelsea Sullivan

What makes a great adventurer? What is a real 
job? Since when did we stop dreaming?

Important questions for anyone to ask before 
they head down the path of post-secondary 
education. Is life really supposed to be about 
sitting at a desk wishing you were somewhere 
else?

I am an adventure student. While others take 
notes in a classroom, I write in the rain. While 
others study biology, I examine sea cucumbers 
in tidal pools. And all that time spent cramming 
for a final exam? I’m riding the waves in a sea 
kayak off the coast of Tofino.

Adventure is listening to that little voice that 
nags you to get outside and experience life 
firsthand. Adventure students are leaders of 
people and fulfillers of our dreams. The past 
year of my life as an adventure student has 
led me to places beyond the confines of chalk, 
pencils, and PowerPoint presentations.

 

My fellow students and I hitched a ride with 
Golden Alpine Holidays to their backcountry 
getaway: Sunrise Lodge. Guess why they call 
it that? We skied, we toured, we snow-caved, 
we summited and we learned about adventures 
worth living in a world worth exploring. 

My student life is all about climbing, skiing and 
kayaking. Yes, we also study, and don’t get me 
wrong — we party pretty hard — but mainly we 
are busy planning expeditions up Aconcagua 
or circumnavigating the Pacific Ocean in a 
sailboat. Adventure students live in a world 
where the normal confines of day-to-day life 
do not apply. It doesn’t matter why or how 
you got here or where you’re going, because 
the fact is you’re here and this is now, and 
Adventure School will show you just what you 
are capable of.

Greatness is not defined by the education system; 
it is defined by the individual. As individuals, 
we are then defined by our actions. Your life 
will be a result of your experiences, so the 
most important question of all becomes — is a 
life without adventure really worth living. 

      Algonquin College — Pembroke, Ontario
Outdoor Adventure Program
Length: 2 years
Tuiton: $7,000-9,000 per year
The Lowdown: Eastern Canada’s leader in 
outdoor training has a waterfront campus. 
algonquincollege.com

Confessions of a Post-Secondary 
Adventure Student

BC’S TOP ADVENTURE 
PROGRAMS

Thompson Rivers University 
Kamloops, BC 
Adventure Guide Diploma 
The Lowdown: The best-known adventure 
training program in the world. tru.ca

 
College of the Rockies 
Golden, BC 
Adventure Tourism Diploma Program 
The Lowdown: Campus locations in Fernie 
and Golden, BC offer the full ski town  
experience. cotr.bc.ca

Capilano University 
Squamish, BC 
Outdoor Recreation Management Diploma 
The Lowdown: Iconic mountain culture, 
close to tourism epicentres. capilanou.ca

Quest University 
Squamish, BC 
Bachelor of Arts and Sciences 
The Lowdown: Redefining the education 
system, interdisciplinary study programs 
let you choose how you want to specialize. 
questu.ca

Whistler Mountain Adventure School 
Whistler, BC  

Adventure Guide Program 

The Lowdown: Campus is located in the heart 

of Canada’s biggest ski resort destination. 

whistlermountainadventureschool.ca

Selkirk College 

Castlegar, BC 

Ski Resort Operations and Management 

The Lowdown: Accelerates students into su-

pervisory and management positions at some 

of the best resorts in Canada. selkirk.ca

Algonquin College 

Pembroke, Ontario 

Outdoor Adventure Program 

The Lowdown: Eastern Canada’s leader in 

outdoor training has a waterfront campus. 
algonquincollege.com
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CAREERPLANNING

The aim of education is the knowledge not of facts but of values.         – William Ralph Inge

Adventure School, where every day is a field trip. KRIS WILD PHOTO.



By Feet Banks

“So many snowboards are made oversees these 
days in places where snow doesn’t even exist,” 
explains Hightide designer, Akasha Weisgarber. 
“It just seems weird that a lot of snowboard 
manufacturing and engineering is so discon-
nected from the places where you actually 
snowboard.”

And just as classic surfboard shapers would 
hand-design boards specifically for the charac-
ter of their local surf breaks, Akasha designs 
snowboards with the Mountains of BC in mind, 
and every Hightide board comes out of a ware-
house/factory in Pemberton. 

“We like to say our boards are ‘Handmade 
with machines in BC,’” says co-founder and 
celebrated snowboard cinematographer, Gabe 
Langlois. “There isn’t much left in snowboarding 
that’s actually made up here.”

After decades of living the Whistler snowboard 
lifestyle, Akasha, who holds a degree in archi-
tectural technology, had already been designing 
snowboards professionally since 2010 when the 
idea hatched to start Hightide Mfg.  

“Gabe and I were talking in the bar,” he says.

“….where all good things start,” Gabe adds. 
“Kashi had all kinds of board ideas and shapes 
in his head.” “…so we built a board press.” 
Akasha continues. “It took a while, a ton of 
research, and cost three times what we thought, 
but we plugged it in and, miraculously, it worked. 
Suddenly I had the means to build all these 
shapes I was dreaming about.”

The first Hightide prototypes came off the press 
the day before opening day of the 2013/14 ski 
season. “The flex of the very first boards was a 
bit tricky,” Akasha says. “There were a couple 
soft, a couple hard, and a couple perfect. For 
not knowing what would happen though, the 
prototype phase was pretty short. The research 
was there.”

Whistler legend, Rube Goldberg was 
converted almost immediately and Koote-
nay snowboarder, Tyeson Carmody loved 
riding Hightide so much he signed on as 
the company’s third partner. Combined, 
the Hightide executive team has over 75 
years of experience snowboarding in BC.

“A huge part of everything has been the 
community here in BC,” Akasha says. 
“People embrace us and love the boards, 
and everything is designed, built and 
tested by people from right here.” 

“If a board can perform in the mountains of BC, it 
will perform anywhere,” Gabe says. “We have six 
models for sale this year and they are solid and 
all made for the type of riding we like to do. If we 
can sell 100 boards this year we’ll be happy.”

“Just strapping in to your own board on a pow 
day is the real reward,” Akasha says. “And seeing 
other people stoked on them and riding them — 
the  smiles on their faces in the Red Chair lift line 
on a big day — that whole experience and feeling 
goes into each board. From here, for here. ”

But also perfect for anywhere else. 

hightidemfg.com
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Hightide Mfg takes a surf-inspired  
approach to snowboard shaping

ABOVE: Product testing with Hightide rider Rube Goldberg. ASHLEY BARKER PHOTO. BELOW: Fresh off the press. Akasha (LEFT) and Gabe, ready to rip. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.

It is better to create than to learn! Creating is the essence of life.         – Julius Caesar

SHOPCLASS

RIDE THE TIDE

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/j/juliuscaes156552.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/j/julius_caesar.html
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By Feet Banks

“I’m an outside kind of person,” says Mitch 
Sulkers, a veteran schoolteacher at Whistler 
Secondary and creator of its highly regarded 
Outdoor Recreational Leadership program that 
brings students up into the Coast Mountains 
backcountry or out kayaking on the Pacific 
Ocean. 

“Most of us can learn in different ways, but 
outside is where we are meant to be,” Mitch 
says. To be able to stick your fingers, toes and 
hands into it…nothing facilitates learning like 
being involved and active.”

Mitch’s parents, both teachers, took him camping 
when he was less than a month old. By the age 
of 15, he was teaching younger kids how to 
canoe and camp. He’s lived in Whistler since 
1975, but in 1981, while trekking through Nepal 
for a year, Mitch solidified his decision to teach 
by helping local Nepalese kids learn English. 
“It was a lot of fun, most of the time we were 
teaching outside.”

By 1983, Mitch was back home and teaching 
locally — Pemberton high school students 
enrolled in the ski racing programs only had 
two days of class during the winter months and 
“Mr. Sulkers” was in charge of ensuring they 
used them wisely. When the Whistler secondary 
school opened in 1996, he relocated and began 

creating the sort of outdoor education program 
he’d always dreamed of.

“It’s a project-based model,” Mitch explains. 
“We identify the skills students need to develop, 
and then in an ascending order of complexity, 
we have them work in the situation to see if 
they can succeed and achieve the goals they’ve 
set. The idea is to change behaviour and attitude 
in order to open up possibilities.”

And it’s achieved through solid, hands-on training 
in the mountains. “Ski touring, splitboarding, 
hiking, how to build a shelter, a menu plan, how 
to assess snow conditions and weather,” Mitch 
says. “The goal is to get the kids to understand 
that if they want to do something, they can 
work through the process to make it happen, 
but also to learn from what does happen, be-
cause things don’t always go as planned.”

Last winter saw 32 students enrolled; the largest 
number ever. Applicants need two staff recom-
mendations to be considered, and then must 
write an essay that outlines how they feel they 

can contribute to the program. “It’s not about 
academics,” Mitch explains. “The goal is to get 
a mix together where everyone will benefit. We 
take kids from all areas of interest, including 
special needs, and the goal is to give them the 
measured confidence to apply a consistent 
framework of risk assessment — to set and 
achieve mutual goals and realize how important 
it is to work with other people.”

Mitch’s program takes place 
in the second semester of the 
school year, when the snow is 
filled in and students have five 
months of mountain time. Mitch 
is a certified guide with the As-
sociation of Canadian Mountain 
Guides and everything is taught 

to industry standards. “We start by building 
shelters in the trees behind the school,” he 
says, “and eventually we are snowcaving up 
in the Spearhead Range. It always strikes me 
how comfortable the average local kids are in 
the outdoor environment — they know how 
to deal with snow and their riding skills are 
so phenomenal. The mountain culture here is 
undeniable and the local parents are some of 
our biggest supporters.”

Of course, routinely taking large groups of 
other people’s sons and daughters into the 

SCHOOL’S OUT, WAY OUT.

EDUCATION

Some of life’s best lessons occur beyond the classroom walls

 “It’s not about academics,” Mitch explains. “The 
goal is to get a mix together where everyone will 
benefit. We take kids from all areas of interest.”

The teacher and the classroom. MICHAEL OVERBECK PHOTOS.

   Continued
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mountains or out on the open ocean requires someone 
to take responsibility for the program. “You can have 
glitches with a program like this in an institutional 
setting,” Mitch says “but the school administration 
was totally supportive. Our principal was a climber 
and a backcountry skier, the staff was behind it. 
We had students and parents giving presentations 
to the school board and huge support from the local 
community and instructors in the industry. And most 
importantly, kids who aren’t afraid to try.”

The Outdoor Rec program now operates in four high 
schools in the Sea to Sky district and the results are 
unanimously positive. “As a whole, Whistler Second-
ary has students who go on to succeed in a number 
of fields,” Mitch says. The school has produced a 
number of pro athletes, back-to-back Olympic gold 
medallists in Women’s Ski Cross, as well as successful 
scientists, artists, musicians, actors, filmmakers and 
more.

 “It really is a rich matrix here,” Mitch enthuses. “And 
in this community, the opportunities for recreation and 
learning don’t stop when the kids leave the classroom. 
With this program, however, we have students who go 
on to post- secondary education who maybe wouldn’t 
have otherwise. They realize there is something out 
there that will give them the lifestyle they are looking 
for, or that these skills open other doors to things like 
international travel and that lifestyle.”

Mitch’s goal is for the program to continue when he 
retires. His biggest challenge is BC’s volatile mountain 
weather. “We’ve had to cut trips a day short,” he says. 
“Like, ‘Okay, we’ve learned enough.’”

But the reward is always the same.  “The best part is, 
you never know exactly how each day is going to go. 
And that is important, to have some aspect of newness 
every day. And I believe working with young people 
tends to keep a person young. I’ve had kids that have 
grown up in this community turn to me when we’re out 
touring on Musical Bumps and say, ‘my parents always 
told me why they moved here but I didn’t really get it 
until now, out here.’”

And on his days off... “I just get to go farther out 
there,” Mitch laughs. “That part doesn’t change. I’m 
an outside kind of person.” 

“Mr Sulkers is like Chuck Norris,” says Outdoor 
Recreation student Simon d’Artois, now a member 
of the Canadian National Freestyle Ski Team. “He’d 
wake up at 5 AM and go scout a three-hour hike then 
come back and do it again with all of us in tow. He’d 
take us to live in a backcountry hut for two days of 
touring and learning avy skills but then he’d always 
make sure I got my academic courses done too.”

The whole purpose of education is to turn  
mirrors into windows.           
– Sydney J. Harris
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By Todd Lawson 
Photography by Reuben Krabbe

Few backcountry experiences can compete with watching 
 the waters of Howe Sound as they gleam through the 
tips of your skis. Determined adventurers have been 
experiencing this true Sea to Sky euphoria for decades 
— it ain’t no secret — but those glorious ocean-view 
turns usually meant pricey snowmobile excursions or a 
long day on the skins. 

This is why, for many, winter is the most intriguing 
season for Squamish’s new Sea to Sky Gondola. Skiers, 
with the right experience and knowledge, can quickly be 
whisked up to explore a new powdery realm, and still be 
home for dinner.

Getting a jump on everyone, Whistler skiers Matty Richard 
and Stan Rey, joined MEC Envoy Tobin Seagel and 

photographer Reuben Krabbe for an exploratory mission 
last season to scope out the terrain. Mountain Life called 
up Matty Richard to talk about the terrain. 

Mountain Life: So, a new lift-accessed zone has opened up in our 
backyard, but it’s definitely an earn-your-turns situation after you 
step off the gondola. What kind of game plan did you guys have?

Matty Richard: The fun part of that day was the not 
knowing — we didn’t really know what to expect. Jayson 
Faulkner (Sea to Sky Gondola GM) gave us a quick lay of 
the land and then we skied away on the logging road. It’s 
always more of an adventure when you don’t really know 
exactly where you’re going.

ML: From the photos, it looks like there is a plethora of terrain 
options up there…

MR: There’s lots of cool terrain up there to ski, I’m sure 

GEOGRAPHY

Stepping off the gondola into Squamish’s new winter playground

THROUGH THE OUT DOOR

   Continued

High-speed exploration with Matty Richard. 
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More terrain, more fun! Two new alpine zones of advanced terrain 
grows Sun Peaks’ ski area to 4,270 acres. Paired with ski-in, ski-out 
lodging, now’s the time to explore one of Canada’s leading resorts.

www.SunPeaksResort.com/WB        1.855.975.6788

NEW TERRAIN
OPENS THIS WINTER

NOW CANADA’S SECOND LARGEST!

– NEW FOR 2014/15 – 
WHISTLER BLACKCOMB

UNLIMITED PASSHOLDERS

SAVE 50%
OFF LIFT TICKETS AT
SUN PEAKS RESORT

Unlimited days, no restrictions!

Sun Peaks

Photos: Adam Stein, Kelly Funk

Photo: Pally Learnmond, MVI
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Squamish whistler

Organic food 
fresh produce
gourmet meats
bakery
floral
delivery

Organic food 
fresh produce
gourmet meats
bakery
floral
delivery nesters

market.com

Whistler 
8am-10pm

Squamish 
7:55am-9:05pm

For whichever mountain lifestyle you’re into, we can help.

MARKETPLACE
339-4370 Lorimer Rd (Third floor next to McDonald)
(604) 932 4001

SQUAMISH
403 Tantalus Way, Garibaldi Highlands

(604) 898 1009

Physical Therapy, Massage Therapy, Braces, Splints, Orthotics, Concussion Screening, 
Vestibular Therapy, Acupuncture, IMS, BC Med/ICBC/WCB/Travel Insurance Coverage   

lifemark.ca

No referral necessary, OPEN 7 DAYS/WEEK, Evening hours

Rider: Dom Gauthier
Photo: M. Gallant
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there’s so much cool tree skiing around that 
zone. We skied some real nice sub-alpine fat 
gullies. Goat Ridge — it’s full of gnarly chutes. 
After this season, I’m sure people will open 
lots of little zones. That’s a pretty rad thing 
about the whole area, new lines for the public 
to explore and claim. With the whole backcoun-
try craze these last few years, I think it’s a 
great addition to the corridor.

ML: How was the approach?

MR: We bushwhacked for a few hours to get 
high enough to see some skiable lines. Once 
we got up on the ridge, we were amazed by the 
endless features. It’s not your typical resort, 
right? I’m interested to see how they will map 
out the zone. 

ML: It’s definitely not a resort and the terrain is any-
thing but a walk in the park, any words of wisdom for 
those who are looking to explore the area on skis?

MR: Be ready for anything. Travelling in the 
backcountry is never easy. Be equipped with 
the proper gear, proper group, and proper 
knowledge, and never take those glorious 
mountains for granted. Be safe and smart.

ML: Experience is obviously an asset when exploring 

LEFT: Tight lines with Tobin Seagel.
ABOVE: Matty Richard discovers another fun feature.

   Continued



At Surefoot, we have a relentless drive to make every ski boot we sell the best fitting, best 
performing ski boot possible. Which means tirelessly working to improve fit, performance, 
comfort and warmth. Whether it's your first time on the slopes or you are a seasoned expert, 
Surefoot has the perfect boot for you and your ability. We carry all the top brands including our 
legendary Surefoot Custom Boot which comes complete with our custom liner and computer-fit 
insole. And the only thing more comfortable than our boots are our prices which fit every budget. 
So come into Surefoot today where a ski boot made just for you is waiting.

S K I B O O T S F O R E V E R Y S K I E R

surefoot.comSkier: Russ Shay, Owner, Surefoot

WHISTLER
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If you want to build a ship, don’t drum up people to collect wood and don’t assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them to 
long for the endless immensity of the sea.        - Antoine de Saint Exupéry

ABOVE: How high can you fly? Stan Rey, Co-Pilot. RIGHT: True Sea to Sky après. 

any new region or territory. How has your own personal learning curve evolved, 
with more new lines under your belt every year?

MR: Lots of it is mental as far as distance of objectives. The more you 
do, the more realistic things become. Looking at a peak from far is 
always discouraging, but the more experienced you are at route finding 
etc., the easier it is mentally. Only experience can help you here, get 
out there and start walking. You never know everything! 

seatoskygondola.com
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Danielle MENZEL

There’s no place like home.

Phone: 604.698.5128 | Fax: 604.894.5176  
TF: 1.877.242.2448   |  danielle@wrec.com

LivePemberton.com
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

®

Artwork by Karen Love
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TOP: Woman at Work. Marie-France Roy. © RED BULL MEDIA 
HOUSE. LEFT: Cob, cool and collected. A finished cob wall.  
MF ROY PHOTO.

By Natalie Langmann

The winding highway along the coastal rain 
forests of Vancouver Island comes to a junction 
– left leads to the eclectic surf town of Ucluelet; 
right is about 45 minutes to the tourist-driven 
epicentre of surf, Tofino. I take the lesser 
known, and find deer grazing at the entrance to 
professional-snowboarder-cum-movie-producer, 
Marie-France Roy’s property.

“Welcome to U-Kook-luelet,” she says, lead-
ing us up towards her hand-built cob house 
as chickens, with names like Tanya Harding 
and Nancy Kerrigan, wobble around a nearby 
greenhouse. 

Walking into Marie’s natural cement cob home 
with a cedar-siding second level is an experience 
— it glitters like the freaking Taj Mahal. “It’s 
Microflakes,” Marie explains, “a kind of stone. 
I only put in a few so it’s not too cheesy.”

Cob homes have been around for millennia, but 
have become more popular as an inexpensive, 
non-toxic home option. Thick walls typically 
hand-sculpted from clay, sand and water, mixed 
with organic materials — usually straw and 
dirt — offer a high thermal mass and are also 
fireproof. As the sun shines through brown, green 
or clear glass bottles dotting the one-foot thick 
walls, it lights up the French Canadian’s face, 
and Marie’s pride in every aspect of her home 
is apparent. “They won’t take glass bottles and 
plastic bags at the dump here on the Island,” 
she explains, “so these walls are jammed full of 
garbage.”

The Taj  
Mud-hal  
has 
Garbage 
Walls
But Marie-France Roy’s  
DIY cob home is actually  
really incredible

   Continued
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They’re also finished with horse manure. Marie admits 
she added “horse poo” to the plaster that coats the 
inner walls. “The grass fibres left in there add solidity 
to the wall,” she explains. “It kinda acts like mini 
rebar and is really good for plaster finish.”

Marie’s never been afraid to get her hands dirty and 
early in her snowboard career earned the nickname 
“Mofo” for being able to ride as strong as her male-
counterparts. It was that same go-for-broke attitude 
that helped her confidently drop into cob house 
building after a riding injury left her rehabilitating a 
broken neck.

“I headed over to Salt Spring Island once the 
neck brace came off,” she explains. “They had a 
course… I didn’t know what to expect, but it was 
just a bunch of hippies who could barely use a 
handsaw. If they could do it, I could too.” 

Understanding where Marie came from sheds a bit 
more light on things. Raised by her single, working-
class father, she grew up to be a tomboy, playing in 
the woods and trying to keep up to her older brothers 
Alex and JF on snowboards. In her late teens, 
she drove her beat-down car, nicknamed La Crotte 
(basically French for ‘piece of shit’) to all the major 
events like the US Open and X-Games, slept in 
‘Hotel La Crotte’, wore old gear and wet boots, and 
went on to accumulate awards, accolades and more 
importantly, peer respect, for the way she evolved 
from a contest rider to a street slayer and eventually 
a full time backcountry rider. 

And now, a builder of homes. “My brothers are 
skilled carpenters who have put in many hours, and 
without Alex being here full time, the place would 
have ended up looking ghetto’d,” Marie says with 
the humility of a champion. “We’ve been working for 
almost five years now, just using whatever we could 
find and repurpose.”

The Roy siblings hand dug the perimeter and hauled 
old sidewalk (urbanite) to use as a foundation in lieu 
of new concrete. All the siding on the second level 
is wood that her friend milled, the windows are all 
second-hand, the door has a defect, and the floor 
mosaic is made up of discarded tiles. Constantly 

looking to repurpose anything around, Marie says 
she’ll use the dead cedar tree they had to fall 
beside the house for her kitchen counters and 
cabinets. 

Leading up to her bedroom in the loft, Marie 
explains she’ll most likely use driftwood for a stair-
case. In fact, so far the only new material she’s had 
to purchase was the tin roof, as cob roofs are now 
archaic. “You would have to build it like an igloo,” 
she explains. “That would be next-level actually.”

And true to the culture of coastal BC, a house is 
only as good as its outhouse. Marie’s is a glorious 
8x8 ‘outside house’ with an refinished claw foot tub 
and a carved, wooden burl sink that she will hook 
up to septic “one day soon.”

“It’s hard not to take everything for granted now-
adays in the society we’ve built,” expresses Marie 
as she plugs a power cord into the wall (she’s cur-
rently looking into solar-powered options). “Picturing 
building a home back then, before the industrialization 
era, is a trip. How did they make a waterproof roof? 
It’s so cool to think that if you showed someone 
from back then an empty glass bottle, they would 
have considered it a masterpiece — now it’s just 
trash.” She pauses, looks around. “I like how this 
whole process made me more appreciative of my life 
and the luxuries we have now.”

As Tanya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan poke and 
cluck at each other atop her woodstove, Marie’s 
eyes linger on a bottle of Barolo wine gathering dust 
upon a windowsill.  “They say this wine will last up 
to five years max, and I’ve been saving it for when 
the house is complete,” she says. “It’s a good thing 
I’m moving in before this winter because there is no 
way I’m putting another five years into this place.” 

Five years or ten, “that place” is Marie’s own personal 
piece of the earth, garbage walls and all. And this 
winter she’ll be soaking in mortgage-free luxury 
out in the outhouse tub, staring at the home she 
built from the ground up, sipping on a nice glass of 
Barolo, and appreciating life’s little things. 

ABOVE: Cob walls, unfinished. MF ROY PHOTO. TOP LEFT: Muddy and mortgage free. Cob homes take sweat equity. MF ROY PHOTO.  
MIDDLE: Go Surfing Day. Marie takes a break in her backyard. JUSSI GRZNAR PHOTO. BOTTOM: The art of DIY. Marie’s appreciation of the little 
things. MF ROY PHOTO.
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MEDSCHOOL

BALANCE
It’s easier to do it to tires, bank accounts 
and the pH of deodorants than to our emotion-
ally turbulent lives. But finding balance is an 
ancient method of creating optimum health, 
and the fundamental principle of Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (TCM), an ancient form of 
health and life that looks to the natural world 
as a guide for wellness. 

Around 3,000 years ago, one of the most 
prominent schools in China was the Naturalist 
School. It set out to use natural law, and the 
balance seen in nature, to the advantage of 
humans. Yin and Yang were the two concepts 
which all phenomena were interpreted by, including 
the human body, health, and disease. 

Yin is restorative. It is resting, moving inward, 
relaxing, digesting, and sleeping. Yang is action. It 
is exercising, acting outwards, expansive, energetic, 
and heightened emotions. If someone is Yin all the time, 
they will become ill, and the same applies if they’re always 
Yang. The secret to health is balancing the two — pair every 
big day with a quiet evening, or vice versa. Those who ski all 
day and party all night never last long.

Of course, 3,000 years later, following the cyclical rhythms of the 
world can often seem impossible. In nature there is no rush, everything 
happens when the time is right. These days we buy time-saving devices 
that in fact do just the opposite and have climate control systems designed 
to keep us the same temperature year-round. We don’t eat what’s local or in 
season, instead we import food from overseas and eat leafy greens and bananas in 
winter with our sea algae and Himalayan salt. Though we often still listen to some birds 
chirping during yoga class, it’s almost always a recording. Our connection with nature is 
not what it used to be. And we’re paying the price.

Natural Choice: 
A Look into 
Traditional 
Chinese 
Medicine
By Chris Mansbridge,  
Registered Acupuncturist, TCM Practitioner

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.
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ILLNESS
When we crash in the terrain park or get hit in the head by the chairlift’s footrest, it’s obvious how our body gets hurt. 

But we also face so many other problems, with much less easily apparent causes. Digestive problems, insomnia, 
painful periods, auto-immune disorders, or even cancer can sometimes be related to our relationship, or 

lack thereof, with the natural environment, other times they cannot. But in TCM theory, our unnatural 
behaviours have always been seen as pathological. Lettuce in winter probably won’t kill you, but 

continued unnatural behaviours won’t make you healthier either.

Here’s a relatable example: adrenaline. It’s not just for that on-mountain rush, it’s 
also for survival. Thousands of years before we had over-priced housing, cars 

and supermarkets, we were hunter-gatherers living in tents and relying on our 
own body’s defenses for protection. If we saw a bear or cougar, our body 

fired up what’s now known as our fight-or-flight mechanism. Think of it 
as a way of prioritizing our body’s function for means of survival — 

the blood moves from unneeded organs to the muscles required 
for fighting. Our pores open to cool our body with sweat and our 

brain activity increases until we’re hyper-alert. In this mode, we 
can be stronger and more prepared to either fight the bear or 

run away from it. 

There aren’t many bear attacks anymore, but that doesn’t 
mean that this survival mechanism doesn’t still take 
place. This bodily function still kicks in when we’re 
dropping into a gnarly line or getting air. It also happens 
when we’re late for work, fighting with a partner, going 
to school, taking a test, trying to fit in, or feeling 
discomfort in almost any way. For each of these 
everyday occurrences, our body goes through 
essentially the same physiological response as it 
would during a bear attack. That’s a lot of bears.

And while a single thought or emotion can initiate 
a cascade of fight-or-flight states, the biggest 
question is: when fight-or-flight is happening in 
the body, what is not happening? By the Yin and 
Yang principles, the balance to fight-or-flight is 
rest-and-digest, the mode in which your body 
restores all of its internal functions. These functions 
include regulating periods, calming the mind, 
allowing the body to sleep, creating new cells, and 
destroying bad ones (like tumours). It seems that 
many of today’s common illnesses have to do with 
things the Yin system of rest-and-digest should be 

taking care of, but the Yang fight-or-flight mode isn’t 
turning off to allow it. They’re not balanced, but they 

can be. We just need to look back to nature.

Life goes on no matter what happens to us. Birds still fly, 
brooks still babble, rocks still seem lazy, and trees don’t 

get stressed out because we printed this magazine on their 
parents. The disease of stress has been treated effectively by 

TCM for thousands of years by knowing and focusing on the 
balancing forces of nature. For every pathological emotion there 

is a balancing partner. For anger, anxiety, fear, grief, obsession 
or any emotion manifested by the unhappiness with a situation, 

their partner is acceptance. Once acceptance is found, the emotional 
problems are lost. There’s nothing as natural as nature. 

Of course, to fully understand the extent of how a TCM Acupuncturist or 
Practitioner can help, you would have to consult them to build a specific 

treatment for your individual problem(s). But the simplest way to know if your 
health is balanced according to these principles is to ask yourself this question: 

Am I using the laws of nature to my advantage or am I trying to defy them?

   Continued
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Acupuncture
The most commonly recognizable aspect of Chinese Medicine, 
fine, sterilized needles are placed in certain parts of the body to 
elicit an intended response. It is most often used for managing 
pain, but can also be used for things like stress, insomnia, nausea, 
and digestive disorders.

Herbology
Using the known therapeutic properties of thousands of plants, 
formulas are made by herbalists to meet the specific needs of the 
individual. Your formula could be prepared to help you sleep, get 
rid of your headache, make you feel relaxed, and decrease the pain 
on the left side of your ribs. 

Diet Therapy 

TCM recommends in-season foods for optimum health. This is what 
our ancestors ate before we had shipping and refrigerators, and 
they somehow made it this far. Leafy greens in the spring, fresh 
fruit in the summer, root vegetables in the fall, and meat in the winter. 
Specific diets can also be prescribed for particular illnesses.

Cupping
When Jennifer Aniston walked the red carpet with big, round 
hickies on her back after a treatment, cupping became a Hollywood 
health craze. Glass cups are suctioned onto different areas of the 
body, often to relax tight muscles. If a massage is pushing on tight 
muscles, think of cupping as pulling them.

Moxabustion
Moxa, as it’s often called, involves burning the herb mugwort over 
different areas of the body. This causes the blood vessels in that 
area to enlarge, allowing more blood to flow into the region, usually 
to repair an injury or increase a bodily function. 

Applications of Traditional Chinese Medicine

To apply the fundamental principles of TCM, the following techniques 
are used to treat pain and emotional problems or balance organ 
disharmonies:

 

A wise man can learn more from a foolish question than a fool can learn from a wise answer.           – Bruce Lee

Erin McCardle Stiel
Whistler & Pemberton Real Estate

www.whistlerpembertonrealestate.com
erin@wrec.com
604.902.0520   |   604.894.5166 604 932 7555 - www.peakperformancephysio.com

Voted best physio & massage in Whistler 10 years in a row!

stand between...

don’t let

...you and your 

Peak Performance
Physiotherapy & Massage Therapy

Photography by Jordan Manley
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Create a restaurant where children, adults and 
employees may renew their spirit.

Create a restaurant that educates people about the 
connection between food and nature.

Create a restaurant that connects us to nature.

Create a restaurant that is authentic, truthful and real.

604 905 6666   www.creekbread.com 
2021 Karen Cres. Whistler, BC (behind the Husky in Creekside Lodge)

Wood Fired All Natural Pizza



STACEY BODNARUK

She combines between three and seven photographs to produce one fantastical image. 
Textures are fused, colours are reinvented, and worlds are skewed
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FINEARTS



By Magee Walker

In an age of digital processing, one-touch filters and 
copious amounts of Photoshop, it’s hard to know 
what’s real anymore. We’re either living in a world 
of lies or we’re living in a fantasyland, depending on 
how we look at it.

“A Whistler snow-capped mountain scene with a 
beautiful, peeling wave in front of it would never 
exist,” says Whistler-based artist, Stacey Bodnaruk. 
“You could never obtain that moment from a real pho-
tograph. The dream of it, however, can be very real.”

Stacey captures that dream — a curling Baja wave 
lapping below a snowy Whistler Mountain — in a 
piece of digital artwork entitled “Whistler Wave.”

Each of Stacey’s pieces combines between three 
and seven photographs to produce one fantastical 
image. Textures are fused, colours are reinvented, 
and worlds are skewed and reconstructed to create 
imaginary lands of mountains, forests, and ocean. 
This is “Art-ography” a term Stacey coined to capture 
her own unique brew of digitally manipulated 
photography.

“Photos are captured, edited, and creatively blended 
together through layers and textures,” she explains. 
“I tell a story through merging the visuals into a 
cohesive piece.”

Stacey’s own story is also, in a way, a unique blend 
of different snapshots. The base picture is set in Win-
nipeg, Manitoba where she grew up as a prairie girl 
with a penchant for art. Enter the mountain scene: 
a family ski holiday in Banff at age ten introduced 
her to the charm of small mountain towns, and it 
was love at first sight. Then there’s the ocean layer: 
with a fresh interior design degree Stacey took an 
architectural/design job in Vancouver and began yet 
another love affair, this time with the ocean. Swirl all 
these life-snapshots together and you get Stacey as 
she is today: a full-time Whistler resident who fulfills 
her ocean fix with regular trips to Tofino.

Though elements of her formal training in interior 
design spill over into her art, Stacey is primarily a 
self-taught graphic designer, web designer, artist, 
and photographer. She’s had her own graphic and 
web design company since 1999, proving that you 
don’t always need an official diploma to succeed. 

   Continued
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Of course, Art-ography is a relatively 
new format and low barriers to entry 
mean that any amateur with photo 
editing software — or, heck, anyone 
with an iPhone — can push a few 
buttons and declare themself a digital 
artist. It can be difficult, perhaps 
impossible, to discern the line between 
professional and amateur.

“I think experience is a natural 
indicator,” Stacey says. “There is more 
attention to detail: the art is more com-
prehensive, and the ability to achieve 
something beautiful can be done more 
efficiently. With that said, we live in a 
world of exceptions, and some that 
are very new to this particular industry 
can prove to be naturally talented. The 
flipside is that we live in a world where 
technology software has enabled 
amateurs to come across as profes-
sionals, because the untrained eye 
cannot tell the difference.”

There’s certainly nothing amateur 
about Stacey’s pieces, which are printed 
on unconventional materials like 
aluminum, acrylic, glass, and wood. 
“I love old traditional photos for their 
imperfections, and I love processed 
digital images for their perfection — or 
their desire to reach perfection,” says 
Stacey.

Perfection… more than a few Coast 
Mountains residents would love to 
somehow shift the real world a bit and 
locate Whistler Mountain powder right 
next to a Baja surf break. The old 
saying is “life imitates art,” so here’s 
hoping. 

“A whistler snow-capped 
mountain scene with a 
beautiful, peeling wave 
in front of it would 
never exist. The dream 
of it, however, can be 
very real.   
– Stacey Bodnaruk.

The voyage of discovery is not in seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes.         – Marcel Proust
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WHISTLER’S BEST FITTERS, SINCE 1996
SKI BOOT SPECIALISTS     FANATYKCO.COM     604 938 9455

BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.

QUIKSILVER STORE
CRYSTAL LODGE,  
WHISTLER VILLAGE
604-938-7713

THE CHAMPION IN OUTDOOR PROTECTION
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whistlerbounce.com
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Wine 
O’Clock
By Michael Kompass

Wine, it’s not just for breakfast anymore, especially over the holidays. But 
choosing and serving the right wine can be a challenge, especially if your 
boss/in-laws/new lover’s parents are on the scene. Fear not, wine is not 
rocket science (it’s wine science) so here are a few tips to keep in mind 
when sussing out your next bottle, and the one after that, and the one 
after that, and…

1. Start with what you like - but don’t be afraid to try something 
new. It’s tough to impress your dinner guest if your face screws up in an 
uncomfortable grimace with every sip due to a totally random selection 
that went terribly wrong. Instead, use a strategic approach built on what 
you already like. If you enjoy an aromatic Gewurztraminer, then consider 
a Muscat. If you like rich, fruit-driven California Zinfandel, the cocoa and 
jammy berry character of Australian Grenache would be worth a try.

2. Regional appeal - Quite often, particularly with ‘Old World’ wines, 
there is a natural affinity between the cuisine of the area and the wines 
hailing from the same neighbourhood. Basically in the old days, the food 
folks ate and the wines they drank were grown and harvested in the same 
fields and farms. Nature and evolution over the centuries made the two 
naturally go together.

3. Balance - As you select a bottle to pour with your meal, consider 
this: the weight of the wine should match the weight of the dish. A 
light and refreshing Pinot Grigio will never stand up to some good old, 
barbecued beef brisket and a full-bodied, structured Cabernet will clash 
horribly with a delicately seared halibut. Think of it in terms of orange 
juice — there is the light and juicy ‘no pulp’ option, the fuller slightly 
more textural ‘with pulp’ option, and the chewy mouthful of ‘extra pulp.’  
Balancing your wine and food intensity means they’ll be much more likely 
to complement each other.

4. Handle with care - How you present, serve and drink your wine will 
affect the overall enjoyment. White wines should generally precede reds 
and are usually served at 8 to 10 degrees, while reds are best served at 
room temperature. And just like so many of us love a little “air time” on 
the mountain, your wines will be happier if you let them breathe before 
serving (and don’t be afraid to give your glass a swirl for that little extra 
air time). The aromatics make up a great deal of the enjoyment of wine, 
so stick your nose into the glass and make friends with the bouquet. 
Lastly, for New Year’s celebrations, try to treat your bubbly well. As fun 
as it is to shoot out the cork and spray it like you just won the Stanley 
Cup, it’s actually best to slowly ease out the cork. This preserves the 
lively, sparkling nature of the wine and ensures more of it will make it to 
your mouth as opposed to the walls, ceiling and floor.

Cheers to winter. Eat, drink, ski and remember, always have wine on 
hand, because no good story ever started with a salad. 

In Vino Veritas          - Latin proverb  

RECESS

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.
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SUMMER HOURS 
Open Daily 9:30am – 5pm  
1 866 441 7522
4584 Blackcomb Way  
Whistler, BC CanadaSHOP.SLCC.CA

AT B C  /  2014 R E T A I L  G A L L E R Y  O F  T H E  Y E A R

G IFT GALLERY
WHISTLER ,  BR IT ISH  COLUMBIA  CANADA

ABORIGINAL CULTURAL CENTRE +

ACTION IS THE LIFE OF THE BODY
AS WELL AS THE SOUL

Massage Therapy, 

Acupuncture, 

Counselling

Naturopathic Care, 

Chiropractic Care

Physiotherapy

604 567 2666

squamishintegratedhealth.com
Online booking available on your schedule.



By Pat McKinnon

Goji berries. Pomegranate. Quinoa. Kale. Chia 
seeds. Coconut oil. With each passing season 
comes a new “superfood” that is purported to 
cure many or all of humanity’s health woes, 
from cancer to obesity to erectile dysfunction 
(Eat Blueberries for Better Boners!), with some 
of them even claiming to “reverse the aging 
process.” 

Hailing from intriguingly remote and exotic 
locations, from Amazonian acai berries to 
Himalayan Pink Salt, and sporting cleverly con-
cocted catch phrases (“Kefir – The Champagne 
of Milk!”), these fleeting foodie fads are part of 
an estimated 130 to 160 billion dollar per an-
num global superfood industry.

Though some of the alleged nutritional benefits 
of these flavours of the month are indeed 
accurate, many of their miracle claims are 
exaggerated, unsubstantiated, or completely 
baseless, likely having been fabricated by the 
same marketing wunderkinds who are actively 
promoting Glazed-Donut Breakfast Sandwiches 
and Hot Dog-Stuffed Crust Pizzas, at the op-
posite end of the food industry spectrum. 

As more research is being conducted to 
investigate the accuracy of the bold nutritional 
claims of these glamourized power products, it 
is also becoming increasingly clear that many 
of the less-sexy sounding foods that have been 
produced in our own backyards for centuries 
contain similar, or even superior, superfood 
properties as the exorbitantly-priced exotic ones 
that we’ve been shipping in from all corners of 
the globe. 

Perhaps the most notable of these unassum-
ing, domestic wonder foods has been lying 
literally right under our noses the whole time, 
comfortably nestled between our bacon and 
our (gluten-free) toast. That’s right, I’m talking 
about mutha-flippin’ EGGS.

Eggs have been consumed by humans across 
a multitude of cultures for thousands of years, 
from pre-historic hunting societies, to ancient 
Indian, Chinese, Grecian, Egyptian, and Roman 
civilizations, to present day, where they are 
consumed in pretty much every country in the 
world, at an average global rate of 173 eggs 
per person per year! It’s estimated that humans 
began domesticating chickens for their eggs 
dating back some 7,000 to 10,000 years.

Not only do eggs transcend barriers between 
nations, languages, and cultures, they’re also 
well documented to be amongst the most 
nutrient-rich foods on the planet, absolutely 
jam-packed with a dizzying array of ingredients 
that are incredibly good for you. 

“Eggs are a complete protein, containing all 
nine essential amino acids, and almost all of 
the non-essential ones,” states Whistler-based, 
Registered Holistic Nutritionist, Alexandra 
Goodman. “Additionally, the yolks provide es-
sential fats (omega-3 and omega-6), and the 
whole egg is a good source of many minerals 
and vitamins, including magnesium, potassium, 
calcium, vitamins A, D, E, and B12, folate, 
thiamine, niacin, riboflavin, copper, zinc, iron, 
and phosphorous.” BAM! What do you say to 
that, wheatgrass?!

Eggs are also one of the world’s richest dietary 
sources of the little known (and often deficient) 
B-complex vitamin choline, which is important for 
brain development and function. They also contain 
high amounts of lutein and zeaxanthin, anti-
oxidants very beneficial in maintaining eye health. 

A box without hinges, key or lid, yet golden treasure inside is hid.            – Bilbo Baggins

Everyday EGGstreme!
The newest superfood is also the oldest

SUMAN SARKER PHOTO.
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   Continued

NUTRITION



Because in Whistler, 
the best days turn 
into the best nights... 

TODD LAWSON PHOTO.

Daily Food and Drink Specials
Open 2pm until 2am
#1 place to watch sports in town

4429 sundial place  604-932-5151
www.whistlersportsbar.com
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Homemade Eggnog
Emerging research shows that the highest quantity and quality 
of nutrients are found in eggs that come from pasture-raised 
hens so why not bring that philosophy to your holiday drinking 
as well. Chef Jason Nadeau took a moment from blowing 
people’s minds and taste buds at The Locavore Food Truck in 
Squamish to offer up this DIY Eggnog recipe that will make 
you the hit of any Christmas shindig. 

4 egg yolks (sourced locally)

1/3 cup sugar, plus 1 tbs

1 pint 3.25% milk

1 cup whipping cream

3 ounces rum

1 tsp freshly grated nutmeg

4 egg whites

Directions

In the bowl of a stand mixer, beat the egg yolks until they 
lighten in colour. Gradually add the 1/3 cup sugar and 
continue to beat until it is completely dissolved. Add the milk, 
cream, rum and fresh grated nutmeg and stir to combine.

Place the egg whites in the bowl of a stand mixer and beat to 
soft peaks. With the mixer still running gradually add the  
1 tablespoon of sugar and beat until stiff peaks form.

Whisk the egg whites into the yolk-cream mixture. Chill and serve.

– Jason Nadeau, locavorefoodtruck.ca
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Of course, not everyone looks at eggs with a ‘sunny side up’ mentality. Egg 
naysayers have long argued that eggs contain high amounts of cholesterol, 
which is linked to a host of deadly maladies such as heart disease and 
strokes. Unfazed by these “egg-usations,” Goodman offers up this 
response; “Yes, eggs contain cholesterol, but modern studies are showing 
that eating eggs alone does not raise “bad” (LDL) cholesterol levels in 
the blood. It is actually highly processed oils and sugars, among other 
poor health and diet choices, that contribute to the rise of LDL levels in 
the blood. Cholesterol consumed from healthy sources, such as organic, 
grass-grazed, farm fresh eggs, is actually used as an essential component 
of many important bodily processes, including the creation of cell walls 
and structures, the synthesis of Vitamin D and a number of critical 
hormones, and the production of bile in the liver.” 

In support of this argument, several recent large-scale, multi-decade 
studies (with hundreds of thousands of participants) have found that 
moderate consumption of eggs (up to one per day) does not increase 
heart disease or stroke risk in otherwise healthy individuals. 

With the cholesterol controversy now having been unscrambled, it appears 
that eggs may indeed be the homegrown nutritional ninjas we’ve been 
searching for. All we need to do now is to come up with an alluring back-
story (“Glacier-Fed Coastal Mountain Miracle Eggs!”), and they’ll soon be 
the new darlings of the superfood scene. At the very least, you can now 
feel a whole lot better about gorging yourself on all of that eggnog this 
holiday season. 

WHISTLER’S WIDEST SELECTION 
OF B.C. AND IMPORTED WINES,

COLD BEER, AND SPIRITS.

OPEN 10 AM - 11 PM · DELIVERY 2 - 10 PM
365 DAYS A YEAR

WE DELIVER · 604 938 BEER
7025 NESTERS ROAD, WHISTLER.

BELOW NESTERS GROCERY STORE.

nestersliquor.com  ·       NestersLiquornestersliquor.com  ·       NestersLiquor



An onerous journey with an ungraspable 
goal in a barely pronounceable land

Story and Photos by VInce Shuley
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One of  hundreds of  unnamed peaks that line the edges of  the Fedchenko Glacier.

FIELDTRIP



“AvAlAnche! AvAlAnche!” Zeb’s second call of  warning fades as 
he is swept down the slope like an insect wiped off a windshield. I keep a fix on 
his yellow jacket as he’s absorbed into the white mass, but out of  the corner of  
my eye, I see another crack propagating above me.

“Avalanche! It’s still moving!” The words have barely escaped my mouth as I 
flounder with my skis in an attempt to turn around and escape the slide. The 
blades of  one of  my ski crampons jam in the crusty snow layer and I brace 
against the imminent impact…

Call Me Ishmael 

More experienced adventurers advised me, repeatedly, about the importance of  
packing a good book for any long-haul expedition. Four weeks on the Fedchenko 
Glacier (see sidebar) would be the longest expedition of  my life so I opted for 
a lightweight e-reader instead. Of  course, with the busy weeks prior to our 

departure I forgot to fill it with easy-reading airport novels and so, when the first 
unrelenting storm trapped us in a cramped tent for four days, I was forced to 
settle for one of  the preloaded classics.

Labouring through Herman Melville’s Moby Dick while the glacial winds 
whipped our tent fabric as if  wanting to tear us from the land itself, I began 
to see more and more similarities between the book’s narrator and my current 
situation. The orphaned sailor Ishmael always longed for the sea, but prior to his 
voyage on Pequod, had never before sailed aboard a whaling ship. Without ever 
spending a full week in the winter backcountry, I had somehow committed to a 
28-day traverse of  one of  the world’s largest glaciers. As I alternated between 
reading and staring out at the endless ocean of  ice and snow I began to realize 
we were both in way over our heads, each battling a white Leviathan of  our own.

   Continued
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All Aboard

Pack enough food and equipment for 28 days into an oversized toboggan and 
drag it the length of  the Fedchenko — the plan sounded simple enough, but 
the execution was anything but. Remnants of  autocratic Soviet rule can be 
seen everywhere in Tajikistan, from the straight-edged concrete architecture 
in the capital Dushanbe to the redundant rural road checkpoints manned by 
disinterested army personnel. Even after sourcing the all-important “invitational 
letter” and jumping through umpteen bureaucratic hoops to secure a tourist visa, 
we still received frequent shakedowns by highway police officers with our papers 
closely scrutinized at every turn. With such blatant corruption, it’s no wonder 
Tajikistan’s provinces have names like “Region of  Republic Subordination.”

And yet, after two years of  grant applications, route research and battling a 
seemingly endless list of  logistical nightmares, our gateway to Fedchenko was in 
sight as we neared the toe of  the Russian Geographical Society (RGS) Glacier in 
the back of  a rumbling GAZ-66 transport truck. Once a mainstay of  the Soviet 
military, the stout vehicle ploughed through the rivers in the upper Vanj Valley 
like they were puddles en route to our entry point. We’d booked the ride in the 
town of  Poi Mazar from a local named Jafar, an ex-military man now acting as 
the caretaker for this entrance into the Tajik National Park. While happy to take 
our crisp stack of  US dollars for the bumpy ride in his GAZ-66, Jafar’s outlook 
on our journey was far less optimistic.

The previous evening, our motley crew of  three career guides, a ski mountaineer 
and a photojournalist sat in a dimly lit dining room in Jafar’s guesthouse and 
attempted to describe our intent to cross Fedchenko and exit the far side towards 
the Bartang Valley. Jafar, whose English vocabulary consisted solely of  his own 
name, kept making sprinkling gestures resembling avalanches with his hands as 
he thumbed through his dog-eared Tajik-English dictionary. Eventually his face 
lit up with discovery and he pressed a worn finger into the book. The word he 
pointed to was “impossible.” 

Given that Jafar sees about 70 alpinists a year travel through his town, we considered 
the reference a compliment, but it was also a stark reminder of  the scope of  what 
we’d gotten ourselves into. We hoped not only to prove our goal was possible, 
but also that it could be done without the help of  aircraft or porters, neither of  
which were readily available in this remote corner of  the Pamirs.

Thar She Blows

Dragging a burden of  over 200 pounds of  food, clothing and equipment each, 
we bade farewell to Jafar at the toe of  the glacier and our journey truly began. 
And we made it 400 metres before hitting our first major obstacle, the River 
Abdulkhahor. May’s spring glacial runoff generated a swift flow much too 
high for crossing so we built a Tyrolean Traverse zip line over the remains of  a 
wrecked bridge and ferried our supplies to the opposite bank. Taking an entire 
afternoon to gain a distance within earshot of  our drop-off, it quickly became 
apparent that our projection of  a four-to-five-day approach to Fedchenko had 
been grossly underestimated.

A week later the RGS Glacier had become our never-ending nemesis as we 
shuffled up and down it like overburdened zombies, attempting to escape the 
melancholic routine with music blaring in our ear buds. Distant avalanches 
poured down the valley walls from sunrise to sunset, their constant rumbling 
reminiscent of  ocean waves crashing onto sand as we trudged through a string of  
12-hour days and hard, unrestful nights.

After scaling the final crevasse-ridden headwall of  the RGS, we descended onto 
Fedchenko with lifted spirits and backs unburdened by our sleds, which for the first 
time could be detached to let gravity do its job. Crew morale reached a trip high.

The novelty of  finally treading on the tail of  our glacial Leviathan was short-
lived, however. The daytime shade and moderate altitude we experienced on the 
RGS had been replaced with an endless white expanse, continuously radiating 
heat onto our bodies. Despite a sense of  constant awe at the seemingly infinite 
glacier under my skis, exhaustion from heat and altitude would creep in and 

FEDCHENKO Glacier: The White Leviathan

West of  China and North of  Afghanistan, Tajikistan’s 77-kilometre-long Fedchenko Glacier is lined with 
hundreds of  unnamed peaks that make up the elusive Pamir Mountains. The sheer enormity of  the glacier dwarfs 
6,000-metre-plus summits and the Pamirs knot the Himalayas with the Tian Shan, Karakoram, Kunlun and 
Hindu Kush mountains, often referred to as the “Roof  of  the World” due to their inaccessibility and mysterious 
grandeur. Hundreds of  smaller tributary glaciers flow into and out of  the Fedchenko, but its four-kilometre width 
remains consistent as it stretches north and snakes its way into neighbouring Kyrgyzstan. If  you were to freeze over 
the Sea to Sky Highway from Britannia Beach to Whistler, then stack the Tantalus Range and Mamquam Icefield 
into the sky a couple of  times over, you’d have a rough outline of  Fedchenko’s footprint in the Pamirs. 

Pack enough food and equipment for 28 days, load 
it onto a snow sled and drag it over the  
Fedchenko — the plan sounded simple enough, but 
the execution was another story. 

   Continued
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NEXT PAGE: LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: Holly Walker plunges through her 30th river crossing of  the day in the Tanimas Valley. / Temperatures 
surged during the day due to intense solar radiation. / Holly Walker pushes through the pain barrier on the Fedchenko Glacier. / A local adventurer to be? 
Passage from Poi Mazar to the RGS Glacier is only available by hiring these guys and their GAZ-66. / Rush hour on the Pamir Highway. / The approach to 
the RGS Glacier from the Vanj Valley is a bumpy ride through a glacial river bed.
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sometimes lead to delirium. When the hysteria reached its peak, my internal 
dialogue became too loud to ignore.

“You weren’t ready for this, you didn’t train hard enough.”

“You’re holding the group back, they’d be better off if  you hadn’t come.”

“Who cares? Every step is getting you closer to where you’re going. Just. Don’t. 
Stop.”

Trying my hardest to shake the paranoia, I settled into the daily routine of  
breaking camp, dragging sleds and making camp again. Days slipped by until the 
frustration became too much for all of  us and a team consensus was made to dig 
into a base camp and pursue some vertical objectives.

Slope stability was scarce however, after a 36-hour storm dropped about 40 
centimetres of  snow on top of  a sun-baked crust. Sure enough, layers settled 
with loud whumpfs beneath our skins and we decide on an afternoon of  rock 
scrambling to satisfy our vertical fix. Looking down on our campsite — a tiny 
speck on the landscape — the scale of  Fedchenko began to sink in. With a simple 
change of  perspective, both physically and mentally, the collective mood of  our 
party lifted as the daily doses of  suffering began to pay off.

After letting the snow stabilize for a couple of  days, we decided to go for it. 
Enticing lines had been taunting us from our campsite and we figured if  we got 
an early enough start, we could make our descent before the midday heat killed 
the stability. This misjudgement was not an error on the part of  one particular 
team member, but rather everyone collectively — a blatant oversight due to the 
human factor. It was through our democratic discussion the previous evening — 
whereby we decided how and what we would ski the next day — that the spirit 
of  Melville’s monomaniacal Captain Ahab began to manifest. Like Ahab’s 
unrelenting quest to exterminate the great white sperm whale, our vehement 
desire to ski amongst our surrounding peaks became our undoing.

Into the Belly of  the Whale

“Avalanche! Avalanche!” The secondary slide knocks me off my feet, but I can 
feel it slowing down just seconds later. I’m buried up to my chest, but my arms 
are free and desperately clawing at the snow in the hopes of  releasing my boots 
from my bindings. Emelie is downslope and screaming for everyone to switch 
their transceivers to search. Thankfully, all three girls were outside the avalanche 
path when it released, but I see no sign of  Zeb below me. 

   Continued
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The cold pre-dawn approach had the team rushing towards its objective, affecting critical decisions.
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Long-haul days across the Fedchenko were never short of  inspirational views.



Before coming to a full stop, Zeb had managed to thrust an arm out of 
the snow, his fist opening and closing rapidly in a desperate attempt to 

attract attention. [...] We survived our first encounter with the fury of 
this White Leviathan, and will not test its patience again.
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Meterological Station 

After a week of  drudgery, we marked the milestone of  hitting Fedchenko with a visit to an 
aging meteorological station at 4,200 metres. First built in the 1930s and hosting various 
research teams until the mid-2000s, the structure now stands as an eerie time capsule of  
Tajik and Soviet history. With dusty weather instruments, a broken guitar, walls adorned 
with preserved chicken feet, and forgotten 80s action films, the station felt like the world’s 
most remote museum. Once a flourishing bastion of  scientific research, the derelict structure 
was abandoned once again, this time out of  fear of  lingering spirits, as we headed back to 
camp for our first night on Fedchenko.

Selena approaches me to assist.  “I’m fine, go get him! GO GET 
HIM!” I scream in helplessness, still struggling to disengage my skis.

“I have him — over here!” yells Emelie. Before coming to a full stop, 
Zeb had managed to thrust an arm out of  the snow, his fist opening 
and closing rapidly in a desperate attempt to attract attention. Emelie 
digs at the snow with her bare hands and quickly uncovers the ob-
structing snow. Finally free, I arrive on the scene as Selena and Holly 
continue to shovel snow away from his head in a conveyor formation. 
Zeb gasps loudly for every breath while Emelie shields his face from 
the spraying snow, trying her best to calm him with soothing words. 
We help extricate Zeb, who by some miracle is uninjured, and are 
able to recover all of  our skis and poles from the rubble. 

The close call shatters our confidence. It’s unlikely we will do much 
skiing for the remaining 13 days of  the expedition. The overwhelming 
feeling of  thankfulness dominates as, one by one, our team accepts the 
reality of  the situation — we survived our first encounter with the fury 
of  this white Leviathan and will not test its patience again.

Stranded at Sea

“For the most part, in this tropic whaling life, a sublime 
uneventfulness invests you; you hear no news; read no 
gazettes; extras with startling accounts of commonplaces 
never delude you into unnecessary excitements; you hear of 
no domestic afflictions; bankrupt securities; fall of stocks; 
are never troubled with the thought of what you shall have 
for dinner- for all your meals for three years and more are 
snugly stowed in casks, and your bill of fare is immutable.” 
– Moby Dick 

A week after the slide we were still leagues away from our primary 
objective, the head of  Fedchenko Glacier. Instead, we’d weathered 
the boredom of  another storm and battled ailments like frostbite, 
diarrhea and acute mountain sickness. Selena had it the worst and 
was forced to hunker in her tent and try to shake her symptoms 
with small doses of  Diamox — though the relief  was only tempor-
ary. My own struggle to find comfort in isolation was aided by my 
ongoing voyage with Ishmael. 

Our hopes of  first descent glory had been decimated by the rotten 
snowpack, making even ski-less advances up rocky ridges a dangerous 
and unnecessary risk but we were not ready to retreat. The 
Leviathan may have intimidated us with its temperament, but we 
were determined to march up to it and stare it squarely in the eye 
before scurrying back to civilization.

   Continued
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ABOVE: Easy does it. Low angle descents were the only place where the snowpack could withstand human triggers.  
BELOW: The Meteo station stands as a time capsule from the last 80 years of  glacier research on the Fedchenko.
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faLL /  winter coLLection 2014
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When the storm broke, temperatures plummeted to minus 30 degrees Celsius 
just in time for the morning of  our final march on the glacier’s terminus. With 
frozen water bottles, frozen harnesses, frozen everything, our departure became 
an increasingly painful process. The rising sun provided no relief  from the bitter 
cold, but offered one last chance and our only recourse was to keep moving 
forward into the frigid headwind.

Selena bowed out a few kilometres from camp, the last few days of  illness not 
conducive to another big day of  high altitude travel. The remaining four of  us 
continued on, the towering outline of  Peak Revolution (6,954 metres) providing 
a much needed dose of  inspiration. After reaching the main bowl at the terminus 
of  Fedchenko, we decided we had time to ascend a col to the west, just to see 
what was on the other side.

Topping out at 5,500 metres, we were greeted by the vast expanse of  the Yazgu-
lom Valley, its own formidable glacier flowing westward with jagged peaks and 
overhanging seracs like no other mountain range any of  us has ever witnessed. 

The frustration of  barely skiing on this expedition faded as we realized how far 
and high we had come after two years of  planning and three weeks of  insur-
mountable suffering. After reconnecting with Selena, we still faced a five-day exit 
through broken glaciers, riverbeds and boulder fields, but at that moment, high 
above the white sea of  the Fedchenko, nothing could dampen our spirits. 

Such enormous expeditions are not rocket science, in the end it all just comes 
down to moving stuff from one place to another. The learning experience comes 
from the difficult moments, not from high fiving your friends at the end of  the 
run. The Leviathan had teased us with its majesty for years, tried to break us 
for weeks and at one moment even tried to swallow us whole. The pursuit of  an 
ungraspable goal had blinded us from the most important thing — living to hunt 
another day.  

The Fedchenko Expedition was undertaken by Zeb Blais, Holly Walker, Emelie Stenberg and 
Selena Cordeau, with the author along for the ride. The trip was made possible by grants from 
the Alpine Club of  Canada, Polartec and MEC.
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Real knowledge is to know the extent of one’s ignorance.        – Confucius

The final push up the headwall of  the RGS was fraught with gaping crevasses.
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OUTDOORED



Story by Vance Shaw   l   Photography by Chris Christie

A “Boards ‘n Fjords” expedition into BC’s fabled Princess Louisa 
Inlet becomes a meditation on risk, nature, and the damp reality that 

some wisdom is gained only through the experience of suffering
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And yet, when life’s tide is slack — the entire family is 
healthy and the bills are paid — those elusive moments of  
contentedness can still settle in. 

PREVIOUS PAGE: Across the looking glass. The crew of  the Maya C enjoy calm water and clear skies. THIS PAGE: JF Plouffe takes some time to reflect while waiting out the weather in the Princess Louisa Inlet.  
NEXT PAGE (LEFT TO RIGHT): The Maya C ready to set sail from the Squamish Marina. JF gets some fresh tracks, at sea level in Gibsons, BC.
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life is simply dAys And months that drift into years. 
A continuous ebb and flow of  decisions and consequences that all 
wash together, their significance most often revealed only after the fact. 

And yet, when life’s tide is slack — the entire family is healthy and 
the bills are paid — those elusive moments of  contentedness can 
still settle in. Moments when we suddenly have time to dream and 
make plans that will drive us, keep us happy, test the people we 
think we are, and reveal who we really are.  

Last winter I came up with some time, some like-minded rippers, 
and an interesting objective — sail into the fabled Princess Louisa 
Inlet in hopes of  scoring good conditions to ski in one of  BC’s 
most stunning fjords. I’d recently fallen in love with, bought, and 
restored a 32-foot fibreglass sailboat named Maya C. On March 1, 
2013 I gathered the crew and we loaded her up with ski gear and 
big dreams of  a sailing ski trip deep into the Coast Mountains.

Howe Sound: Big Winds, Small Sails

To pull off some rugged Pacific winter sailing, plus a bushwhacking 
climb from sea level to summit, I needed a crew willing to suffer 
to get the goods. Chris Christie, JF Plouffe, Matt Elliot, and Eric 
Gindlesperger are all long-time Sea to Sky rippers accustomed 
to intense situations. Good thing too, because pulling out of  the 
Squamish harbour, it was all hands on deck with winds gusting 
40 to 80 kilometres per hour (gale force). The winds were strong 

but they were also outflow — blowing in the direction we wanted 
to go — and after going over our options, the crew felt confident 
we could hoist just enough sail to surf  our way down Howe 
Sound and into Gibsons, where we would be protected enough to 
hunker down for the night. We waved goodbye to our families and 
motored out of  the channel.  If  anyone was hesitant, no one was  
showing it.

Mother Nature, on the other hand, seemed bothered by our 
nonchalant attitude as we jibed our way down the sound and she 
produced a gust to test us all. Randomly glancing over my shoulder, 
I saw the wall of  white water with just enough time to know it 
would hit us in seconds.  Before I could steer into the wind to 
position the boat to take the brunt of  the gust, we were suddenly 
hammered with enough force to drive the bow hard into a wave. 
As we lurched forward, water forced its way into every crevice 
that wasn’t battened down, zipped up or pulled over. With my best 
“not-panicking-but-this-is-serious” tone, I bellowed at the crew 
from the helm.

“Bring in the headsail! We need to keep our bow into the wind!”

The crew sprang into action as the headsail flapped violently. 
With the gust proving to be a steady one, we put all hands on the 
halyard and rope and somehow managed to bring in enough sail 
to regain control and were headed back downwind within minutes.  

The Dangers of  Winter Water 

When out in cold water and foul weather, it is impossible to ignore the fact that there is no room for error or we could all end up in the water. Anyone 
entering BC’s Pacific waters in the winter will contract hypothermia within a few short minutes. Muscles freeze up almost immediately and even with 
a PFD to keep one afloat, without a speedy rescue you have about 15 to 30 minutes of  life. This fact was hammered home for our crew because of  
a tragic event in 2007 when two avid kayakers and adventure racers were doing a training mission in these very waters. Met with similar rough seas, 
they were unable to keep their kayaks upright and sadly, were drowned. Even within the beauty of  Howe Sound, the ocean can be incredibly unforgiving.
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As a crew, we’d been tested and we’d passed. And with the cold, wet kiss of  
adventure discovered early on in the voyage, we all went back to enjoying the 
storm, albeit with a whole lot of  new respect and very little sail out. 

Jervis Inlet: Ice and Doldrums

The deeper we travelled up the narrow walls of  Jervis Inlet, the less the wind 
blew and we were forced to rely on the 25-horsepower diesel motor if  we hoped 
to make Princess Louisa Inlet by dark. Chugging deep into the Jervis Inlet it 
became increasingly clear that we were leaving the safety and comforts of  home 
and entering the unknown. 

Millions of  gallons of  some the freshest water on earth pours off the Coast 
Mountains into these remote seas.  Combined with sub-zero temperatures, we 
soon found ourselves travelling through a layer of  slushy sea ice. This is not a 
quiet experience. The noise of  ice on a hollow fibreglass boat is loud and similar 
to fingernails dragging on an endless chalkboard. Fortunately, the ice remained 
thin enough for Maya C to navigate the path of  least resistance to the Princess 
Louisa narrows before slack tide. 

Slack Tide at Princess Louisa Narrows

Slack tide is the moment of  calm when the tidal ebb and flow of  the seas relax 
before reversing their motions. In narrow passages such as the entrance to 
Princess Louisa, rising or falling tides create a rapid easily capable of  sinking 
a vessel larger than ours. Slack tide, those few minutes of  lull, makes these 
waterways passable. With the sun’s winter trajectory in these steep mountain 
Fjords, we had precious little daylight left and a critical decision to make — 
this was not a passage to take lightly at the best of  times, but slipping through 

these narrow walls in the dark only added to the treachery.  

With all of  this to consider, we decided to go before it was pitch black out, but 
well before the ideal tide.  We “dropped in” to a very strong and unpredictable 
current that seemed more confused about its direction than I was. While paying 
close attention to Maya C’s rudder positioning and powering her up to not give 
all our momentum to the current, I listened to our crew posted on the bow, 
starboard and port. 

“ Getting close over here.” 

“Five metres here, whoa… rock — 11 o’clock on port!”

After two long minutes, we were through the narrows but still dealing with a 
strong current in the near dark. It wasn’t until we’d motored deep into the inlet 
that the sea loosened her grip enough that we could relax.  As night descended, 
my crewmates became my eyes and together we ferried through a darkness that 
only a truly wild place can produce.

Pineapple Express

March 4: We awoke to the type of  rain that seems to penetrate your soul and soak 
you from the inside out. The layer of  ice on the water had melted as the freezing 
level rose from sea level to 1,440 metres. Everyone agreed: this was not the day 
to climb the steep, forested mountain walls and attempt to establish a base camp. 
Instead, the crew spent a rainy day relaxing and enjoying tourist-like activities 
such as paddle boarding, sightseeing, fishing and clamming. We ate well that 
night.
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ABOVE: Flames of  intensity. Eric Gindlesperger and Matt Elliot engage in coversation and the endless chore of  drying gear. PAGE 96-97: Men among giants. A rainforest ascent begins.
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March 5: If  at first you don’t succeed… The next day saw more 
inclement weather and an even soggier forecast, but we decided 
to haul our skis and a dry bag upward anyhow, if  only to get our 
legs moving and give us something to do. We soon learned that 
the dense snow-layered rainforest trail we hoped would allow us to 
gain the first thousand metres was hard to follow and opted instead 
to climb up terrain that was now creeks and flowing waterfalls.  
Regardless, we didn’t make it very far.

March 6: Make or break day. Still in decent spirits and working well 
as a team, we left Maya C and made our way up, legs fuelled by 
the hopes that we could climb to the snow line and at least escape 
the rain. The crux of  the situation however, was that no one was 
entirely sure how high the snow level actually was, or if  we would 
even be able to climb that high safely without venturing into the 
deadly avalanche terrain that lurked above the ceiling of  dark gray 
rain clouds.

   Continued

Home Snow Advantage

Our goal from the very beginning was to ski. Sailing, while bat-
tling the elements, was simply a vehicle, a unique and challenging 
way to do what we had all done so many times before — stuff 
our feet into some boots, step into our skis and float down some 
mountains.

That didn’t happen in Princess Louisa and as we sailed home the 
reality of  not skiing at all didn’t sit well with the crew. Our return 
to Squamish coincided with a ridge of  high pressure settling in and 
temperatures finally dropping below freezing, so we decided to give 
skiing one last shot. 

The next day broke clear, cold and beautiful and we headed out 
with aspirations of  summiting and skiing Mount Garibaldi. In the 
subalpine, we spent a few hours digging base camp tent pads in the 
snow before finally strapping in for some ski touring.  This gave us 
a chance to assess the avalanche hazard while enjoying some beauti-
ful, sunset skiing with the calm Pacific Ocean far below.

Conditions were anything but peaceful though. The snow pack was 
still showing plenty of  instability and this particular avalanche 
cycle had been responsible for numerous deaths in the previous 
two weeks. Even still, the crew of  the Maya C had skiing on our 
minds and we were not about to give in yet. 

We left camp well before sunrise in the hopes of  reaching the 
summit before midday. Navigating through the crevasse-laced 
glaciers, it was obvious our adventure was not over, but before long, 
we came across exactly the conditions JF (our resident guide) had 
been warning us about — wind-loaded, unsupported slopes. Some 
of  the crew climbed a bit further, but before long, we all decided 
it was time to ski down.  Those turns – after  14 days of  trying 
– were  enough. They weren’t off a summit or through super deep 
pow, but it was skiing. And it was skiing that would allow us to 
ski another day. 

TOP: Mt. Garbaldi glacier travel in winter conditions...finally. BOTTOM: Camp Miserable and the crew; should we stay or should we go now? 
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 I know that whenever the tide of  my life 
is slack again and opportunity floats in, 

I will be looking for a way to test myself  
and I will have like-minded companions 

happy to hop aboard.

After 14 hours of  struggle through extremely steep terrain we made it to the 
highest point the weather would allow. Unfortunately, it was not high enough 
and we made camp in a slushy mix of  wet snow and rain. These conditions are 
as miserable as it gets and potentially deadly if  you cannot get dry and warm.   
As we strained to stay strong both physically and mentally in this diverse environ-
ment of  sea and mountains it became clear that we were indeed being tested.  

After setting up camp I finally climbed into my tent and as the exhaustion settled 
in so did the warmth and a peace that seems to come with this type of  suffering.  

March 7:  Since departing Squamish a week earlier, at least six people had died in 
the BC backcountry from injuries or suffocation caused by avalanches. JF kept 
getting avalanche information from both the Whistler Ski Patrol and the Canadian 
Avalanche Centre and the news was never good as the avalanche hazard wavered 
from serious to extreme.

With conditions unchanged, we couldn’t justify staying another night. Skiing 
down with 70 pounds of  soaking wet gear in the deepest, wettest, mankiest snow 
of  my life was so bad we just laughed at ourselves until the skis came off and we 
began to down climb. Trudging through that final stretch of  soaking bush, Maya C 
was a sight for sore eyes.

No Place like Home

This time, we timed our move at the narrows perfectly and after fighting currents, 
weather and all around winter harshness for over a week; life itself  seemed to be 
at slack tide. No more pushing or pulling, we were simply along for the beautiful, 
soggy ride.

Dawn broke sunny the next morning and our final day on the water suddenly 
felt like spring sailing. With no daunting objective or unknown factors ahead, the 
winds filled our sails with pleasure and the sun dried our souls. The adventure 
was essentially over.

The mountains and the sea do not love you, nor do they hate you. The wind doesn’t 
care who you are, where you’re from, how much money you make, if  you’re honest, 
or what your plight in life may be. These forces of  nature are indifferent to us and 
this is what makes them so alluring. I know that whenever the tide of  my life is slack 
again and opportunity floats in, I will be looking for a way to test myself  and I will have 
like-minded companions happy to hop aboard. Perhaps we will make it this time, or 
maybe we won’t, but the adventure lies in embracing a chance to test and improve 
our strengths. To simply exist in our ability to understand the nature of  endurance, 
patience, and the wisdom that it will not always go our way. 
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Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you.         – Frank Lloyd Wright

Boards and Fjords. Matt Elliot gets a single, classic Coast Mountains turn before retreating to the safety of  Squamish.
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For almost 20 years, North Vancouver-based G3 have been producing 
avalanche safety tools for backcountry professionals and enthusiasts in 
the Coast Mountains, and now their scrupulously engineered products 
are finding their way into backpacks around the world.

The G3 ION takes the tried-and-tested PinTech binding design and adds 
some unique additions to make it a lightweight yet powerful driver for 
wider freeride skis. Having learned lessons from their early Onyx touring 
binding models, G3 now have a solid, spring-loaded brake that’s held 
down by a small catch when the heelpiece is flipped into touring mode. 
Ample clearance under the toe piece reduces the buildup of sticky coastal 
snow, which means more time skinning and less time poking out your 
bindings. Adding to the utility, all screws (including forward pressure) 
are now adjusted with a single #3 Pozidriv screwdriver and “boot stops” 
help guide your feet into place, making engaging the binding easier for 
PinTech newbies. Weighing in at 585 grams, with adequate DIN for the 
majority of backcountry users, the ION will be turning heads on the 
skintrack not only for its simplicity and function, but also for the sexy 
anodized orange and gunmetal finish. genuineguidegear.com 

STEP LIGHTLY, 
SKI HARD
The latest in touring binding technology means faster climbs and rowdier descents

Seven years ago, Marker entered the alpine touring market with the Duke, 
a no-holds-barred, DIN 16 binding that skied in-resort and backcountry 
equally well. The Duke made the aging Alpine Trekker adaptor a thing of 
the past, and though the weight penalty remained, the Duke’s chassis led 
to the popular downsized “Tour” series, and over the years Marker has 
remained faithful to that original Duke design, until now.

The Kingpin combines the freedom of a PinTech toe with the security 
of an alpine-style heel, allowing maximum power transmission without 
sacrificing convenience. It’s also the first PinTech binding in the world to 
achieve DIN ISO certification with both lateral and vertical release values. 
And as a bonus, you can disengage from your skis at the bottom of the 
run by pressing down on the heel, just like you learned to do as a kid.

At 730 grams, the Kingpin is not as light as the ION or the equivalent 
offerings from Dynafit, but retaining the heel without another set of pins 
could be the turning point for skiers in the Sea to Sky who have been 
reluctant to switch to the PinTech system. For global ski travellers, the 
Kingpin lets you kill the quiver with one set of bindings that will keep you 
tour-ready and safe from the dangers of locking PinTech bindings out. 
With a choice between the DIN 10 and DIN 13 models, the Kingpin could 
be the next game changer in the touring world. Stocks are limited for the 
2014/15 season. marker.de/kingpin/

By Vince Shuley

For years, touring bindings have been sprinkled along a spectrum, with descent-focused burl at one end and featherweight speed at the other. 
It’s always been a compromise between uphill convenience and downhill security, but that gap is closing every year as new designs hit the market. 
Cumbersome, alpine-style toe pieces are being cast to the side of the skintrack in favour of the PinTech system, which locks sprung pins into inserts 
in the toe of your boot, thereby reducing the weight lifted on every step. New bindings are also approaching alpine DIN release values, curbing the 
knee-breaking potential of skiing “locked out,” as many Dynafit users have been resorting to for years when skiing aggressively, or in no-fall zones. 
In anticipation of a hopefully snow-filled and stable backcountry season, Mountain Life looked at two new touring bindings that are stepping up the 
game, just in time for every freeride tourer’s Christmas wish list. *One caveat to note: while these products have been extensively field tested by 
teams of athletes and guides, there is no long-term test for durability as of yet.

Regardless of how flashy and badass your touring bindings are, please 
do not go out into the backcountry without all the proper safety gear 
and knowledge of how to use it. Be safe and be smart.

G3 ION 
TRADITION REDEFINED

MARKER  
KINGPIN 
THE USURPER
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ENGINEERING
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hudsencollective.com

Introducing The Eldon .

Designed for the 

hard-working r ider.

v I n t a g e  q u a l I t y
m o D e r n  t e c h n o l o g y

Introducing Hudsen Collective ,  a  collaborative 

project  between Swany gloves and world-class 

winter adventurers.  Dedicated to take better care 

of  what tends to be neglected:  your hands.
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Mendenhall Glacier, Alaska. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.

HONOURROLL
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Ian Morrison, Blackcomb Mountain. PAUL MORRISON PHOTO.
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Alexi Godbout, Whistler Backcountry. MASON MASHON PHOTO. 
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Carson Moran, Green Lake, Whistler, BC. MARK MACKAY PHOTO.





 

Andy Barber, Selkirk Wilderness Skiing. STEVE SHANNON PHOTO.
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TO ENTER, CHECK OUT 
WWW.MOUNTAINLIFEMAG.CA/CONTESTS

&
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Two Scandinave Spa bath passes
Two Helly Hansen jackets
Two Momentum watches
Two pairs SWANY gloves  

+ Epic après, sunshine,
Bungee jumping, shot skis, 
Free concerts,  pow
and more.

ENTER FOR A CHANCE* TO LIVE IT UP LARGE AT THE BIGGEST PARTY 
OF THE YEAR IN NORTH AMERICA’�S PREMIER WINTER PLAYGROUND

reuben krabbe photo*No purchase necessary. Contest closes March 01, 2015. For complete rules & regulations please visit mountainlifemag.ca/contests.
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Zak Banwel, Squamish River, BC. Aaron Goodis PHOTO. 
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Unforgettable surf lessons, camps, guides and rentals. 
Our goal is to provide the safest, most comprehensive 

and fun surf experience on the coast. 

www.pacifi csurfschool.com / info@pacifi csurfschool.com 
250-725-2155 / 888-777-9961    @pacifi csurfco.
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HELLY HANSEN HH  WARM FLOW 1/2 ZIP 
TOP

“New for this season, Helly Hansen has taken 
its tried-and-true HH Warm fabric and made it 
even more functional. Adding Lifa Flow technol-
ogy to this classic piece improves moisture 
movement and temperature regulation. Lifa 
fibres against your skin move moisture to the 
outer, 100% pure merino wool layer where it is 
wicked away to keep you dry. Whether you’re 
smashing out groomer laps in 7th Heaven or 
boot-packing the Stairmaster, HH Warm Flow 
1/2 Zip will ensure you are dry, warm and 
comfortable all day long.” – Jeff, Helly Hansen, 
Westin Resort 604.932.0142 and Whistler  
Village 604.932.0143 hellyhansen.com

BERN WATTS HELMET

“We love Bern Helmets for their simplicity, 
lightweight feel and low profile. Their low-bulk 
design allows them to tuck nicely under your 
favourite hood. Other features include a 
removable moisture-wicking liner, a low profile 
fit that is 35% thinner than traditional winter 
helmets, and a lightweight yet strong ABS shell, 
lined with EPS hard foam. Nice deep fits from 
kids all the way to XXXL.”  
– Fred, The Boardroom, Vancouver, 
604.734.7669 boardroomshop.com

PEAK PERFORMANCE MEN’S HELI PRO 
PANTS

“These high-performing Heli Pro Pants are 
crafted from a completely new, unique and in-
novative 3-Layer HiPe Ace fabric exclusively de-
veloped by Peak Performance. Incredibly strong 
Vectran® fibre and nylon are specially woven to 
create a fabric that is highly abrasive resistant, 
very lightweight and acts like an impenetrable 
barrier able to withstand whatever the weather 
throws at you. Extra practical details like the de-
tachable suspenders, snap/zip-in solution and 
“Rotauf” avalanche system help you concentrate 
on what you love doing most.”  
– Miranda, Peak Performance, Whistler Village 
Stroll  604.905.1183 peak-whistler.com

SCHOOLSUPPLIES



MEADOW PARK
SPORTS CENTRE

Located  5mins north of the village. Alpine/Emerald bus stops at the front door.

604 935 PLAY (7529) whistlerisrecreation.com

Sports Injuries 
Orthopaedic Physiotherapy
Pelvic Floor Health & Rehabilitation
Perinatal Health

Visceral Manipulation
Craniosacral Therapy
Real Time Ultrasound Imaging

Specializing in:

Pursuing Your Healthy, Active Lifestyle

Contact your Registered Physiotherapist Karen (Kar) Morgan for a consultation.

Website: evergreenphysio.ca / E-mail: kar@evergreenphysio.ca

Ph: 604 849 4688  / Location: Brackendale, Squamish
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TYFOON SKIS

“Every pair of Foon Skis is handcrafted in 
Mount Currie, BC and milled from a single 
piece of Coast Mountains Yellow Cedar. This 
tight-grained wood is unique in the way it 
absorbs vibration to provide a damp, stable 
ride. Foons are all built and shaped with A.R.T. 
(Active Rocker Technology), a variable rocker 
that transfers along the length of the ski as the 
camber is engaged. This creates a dynamic 
ride that is long and stable but feels short and 
nimble. Plus, the TyFoon is named after Foon 
Skis’ founder, Johnny “Foon” Chilton’s first-
born son, Tye. How’s that for a story?”  
– Luke, MEC Vancouver  604.990.4417 mec.ca

VOLKL SHIRO SKIS

“The Volkl Shiro has been a shop favourite 
for a few years. It’s a playful and stable, easy 
powder ski that offers incredible float in deep 
snow and surprisingly good groomed run 
performance. The 2014/15 Shiro is better than 
ever and enhanced with a flatter tail design for 
more support on big landings.  The Volkl Shiro 
is available to rent and buy in both junior and 
adult sizes from 143-203 cm. 
– Meredith, Urban Alpine Squamish 
604.567.4492 urbanalpine.com

SUREFOOT CUSTOM SKI BOOTS

“After 32 years of crafting better ski boots Sure-
foot has once again raised the bar to give you the 
best fitting, best performing ski boots ever made. 
Three new custom liners feature a new foam 
delivery system that eliminates air pockets and 
discomfort. They’re warmer, more durable and 
give an extremely consistent fit throughout the 
whole foot —  you will feel the difference in your 
first turn. Surefoot Custom Boots are available in 
19 different models and ability-specific shells for 
men and women and the new Contoura® liners 
work with all brands and models of ski boots and 
can turn an existing boot into a custom ski boot 
that you need to ski to believe” – Sam, Surefoot, 
Whistler Village, 604.938.1663 surefoot.com



The closest bike shop to the infamous, 

super-secret Brackendale pump 

track, Republic is also conveniently 

located right beside a coffee joint 

so you can boost your energy levels 

while setting yourself and your bike 

up for success. Specializing in service 

and sales, and a two-time winner of 

“Best Bike Shop in Squamish” and 

“Friendliest Staff,” Republic is “by the 

people, for the people” and has been 

a stand-out in Squamish in one form 

or another since 2007.

Website riderepublic.com

Phone Number 604.898.1953

Location 41340 Government Road  

Brackendale - Squamish, BC  

V0N 1H0

REPUBLIC
BICYCLES

Brackendale

Get Ski Season Ready and come 

and learn traditional and/or freestyle 

trampoline at our instructed drop-in 

classes. Trampoline is a great way 

to stay fit without being too tough on 

the body. We provide coaching for 

all levels, so if you are ready to learn 

something new while having fun, 

come and join us at Adult Drop-In: 

Monday 9.15-10.15pm

Thursday 9.15-10.15pm

Website whistlergymnastics.com

Phone Number 604.902.FLIP (3547)

Location 1090 Legacy Way, Whistler

Half rock climbing specialty store, half 

adventure gear consignment store. 

Climb On Outwest brings you the 

best of both worlds in new & used 

equipment for summer and winter. 

Need new gear? We carry all the best 

brands and latest product for rock 

climbing, or find great previously 

loved items in our gear exchange!

Gear to sell? Turn old gear into new 

experiences by bringing us your 

in-season, gently used outdoor 

adventure stuff and we will sell it on 

your behalf for cash or store credit. 

Winter Hours 10am to 7pm daily.

Website climbonsquamish.com

Phone Number 604.892.2243

facebook.com/outwestsquamish

Casa Norte Taqueria - Honest 

Authentic Mexican food. We special-

ize in Burritos, Tacos, Quesadillas 

and more. We make all of our own 

salsas and hot sauce fresh daily. All 

of our food is sourced locally and 

our meats are free range whenever 

possible. Come and enjoy the best 

patio in Downtown Squamish with 

our most popular combo: two tacos 

and a cerveza for $10.00. 

Phone Number 604.390.2100

facebook.com/casanortetaqueria

Location 38024 Cleveland Avenue,

Downtown Squamish.
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PATAGONIA WOMEN’S POWDER 
BOWL PANTS

“For season-long comfort, Patagonia’s 
Powder Bowl Pants are built with a tough, 
2-layer GORE-TEX® fabric for durably wa-
terproof/breathable and windproof protec-
tion with a nice articulated fit for freedom of 
movement.” 
– Jessica, Patagonia Store, Whistler Mar-
ketplace  604.932.2526  patagonia.com

ARC’TERYX LITHIC COMP MEN’S PANT 

“This is a GREAT ski touring pant and one of the 
first times W.L. Gore has allowed a manufacturer 
to use a waterproof GORE-TEX® membrane with 
a high-breathability, non-membrane fabric. The 
result?  Excellent weather protection for the wet, 
west coast and snowy descents we all love, while 
still maintaining the ability to dump heat as you 
tour up the slope. Add in a one-handed pull for 
the powder cuff, a zippered front pocket and two 
discreet Velcro cargo pockets and this will be my 
“go to” for big days out touring. Let it snow!” 

- James, ARC’TERYX Whistler, 604.962.9272 
arcteryx.com

COLUMBIA DIAMOND 890 TURBO-
DOWN HOODED JACKET 

“Outfitted with Columbia’s performance-
enhanced down — a combination of 850-
fill down and 40g of Omni-Heat synthetic insulation 
for ultimate lightweight warmth and heat retention, 
even when wet — this progressive jacket will keep 
you warm in the coldest conditions. Plus, Columbia 
has implemented thermal-reflective technology 
on both the lining and interior shell for twice the 
thermal reflective warmth with zero cold spots. The 
fit is impeccable, with torso-flattering baffling lines 
and a premium water-resistant shell fabric.”  

- Dee, Columbia Store, Whistler. 604.932.4106 
columbiasportswear.com



Need to make your business stand 

out?  Reactive Design is a Whistler-

based multi-media design company, 

now offering Aerial Cinematography 

services. With our state-of-the-art 

aerial equipment, we are able to 

capture the most captivating photos 

and video footage. Perfect for resorts 

and real estate, developments, 

land planning & surveying, private 

islands, tourism, and so much 

more. Call us to learn more about 

our range of design services, and for 

a complimentary consultation.

Website reactivedesigninc.com

Phone Number 604.935.5666

Email info@reactivedesigninc.com

Welcome to the Rocky Mountain 

Chocolate Factory. A place where 

dreams are made into reality. Witness 

decadence as fudge, caramel, 

brittle, and sponge toffee are made 

before your eyes. Drown yourself in 

a selection of our gourmet choco-

lates or indulge in one of our thirty 

flavours of handmade ice cream. 

Without a doubt we will please 

every palate. Located across from 

the whistler village gondola.

Website rockychoc.com

Phone Number 604.932.4100

Location 4293 Mountain Square,  

Whistler (by Whistler’s gondolas)

Whistler Resort Cabs offer taxi service 

within Whistler and to Downtown 

Vancouver and the Vancouver 

Airport.  We offer 6 and 7 passenger 

AWD Vans and SUVs as well as 

Wheelchair Accessible Service. Call 

us for your taxi needs or book online 

for Airport or Downtown

pickups/dropoffs.

Website resortcabs.com

Phone Number 604.938.1515

Whistler’s Premier Printer. 

Since 1986, people have been 

coming to us for T-shirts, hoodies, 

business cards, posters, stickers, 

sandwich boards, banners and a 

whole lot more. And, we are the 

go-to printers for the Vancouver 

Canucks. Come and see us in 

Function Junction today. We’ll 

make you look good. 

Website ths.ca

Phone Number 604.932.6308

Location Suite 6-1365 Alpha Lk Rd 

Function Junction, Whistler
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PRIOR FLUTE SKIS

“Taking inspiration from the popular Husume 
ski, the Flute is an incredibly versatile and 
fun, off-piste focused ski with sizes and flex 
patterns adjusted to female skiers who want 
a high-performance ski. Impressive stability 
and float in chopped or fresh snow make the 
Flute one of the most efficient female touring 
skis on the market. Plus, it’s named after Flute 
Ridge, one of Whistler’s favourite spots for pow 
stashes days after the last storm.” 
– Emilie, Prior Skis, Function Junction,  
Whistler  604.935.1923 priorsnow.com

 FACTION CANDIDE 3.0 SKIS

“One of our most popular models, Faction’s 
Candide 3.0 is the ultimate weapon in any ski 
quiver. A lightweight, freeride twin with hybrid 
core, the Candide 3.0 features a 112mm waist, 
1mm of camber, large tip rocker and medium 
tail rocker. Charge all over the mountain from 
the piste to the pow, from big lines to tight 
couloirs, this ski won’t let you down.” 
– Murray, Valhalla Pure Outfitters, Squamish 
604.892.9092 vpo.ca

O SERIES DII FROM DUPRAZ SKI

“The forerunner of a new generation of skis, its 
huge surface area for float, ion progressive tip, 
patented asymmetrical shape and impressive 
sidecut makes the DII the ultimate Whistler ski. 
For those who want to float in pow faster than 
everyone else but also like to put down a mean 
carve, this is it — two pairs of skis in one! Oh, 
and they also make the best snowboards!” 
– Oli, Underground Tuning, Summit Lodge  
604.905.8499  underground-tuning.com



It’s hard to imagine JP Auclair is gone, mostly because it’s always hard to imagine 
that someone so talented, intelligent, innovative, impactful and funny was actually just 
one person, quietly launching revolutions and stirring things up as a fixture on our 
slopes and streets for many years. 

While the exact whereabouts of his residency remained humourlessly vague (“He’s living 
in Cap-Rouge…” “No — he’s living in Mammoth…”), Jean-Phillipe Auclair was an 
honorary Whistler citizen who, when you bumped into him and said “Hey man, haven’t 

seen you in a while,” was just as likely to say “But I’ve been here three months, 
dude,” as “Yeah, I was in Bora Bora, Antarctica and Kazakhstan.” 

Despite the constant globe-trotting, JP got a lot done, and there seemed little 
he wouldn’t embrace or couldn’t bring a new sensibility to. Perhaps Armada 
Skis summed the abilities of their co-founder best: “He was a philanthropist, 
entrepreneur, director and filmmaker, photographer, designer, climber, skater, 
mountain biker, guide, X Games competitor, member of the New Canadian Air 
Force... Above all, JP was a father, a fiancé, a son, a brother, a godfather, a 
friend, and a genuinely magnificent human.” 

The ski community’s loss is nothing compared to that of his family’s, but still, 
we’ll honour the launch and evolution of a giant, the conversations both highbrow 
and hilarious, and the fun he brought to everything. Whether you remember JP 
most for his style in the early New School movies, his signature backflip mute, 
his snow-scooter flip, skiing the loop, his obsession with Kendama (a sort of 

hand-eye Zen toy), or the Whistler bus-stop jib that presaged his nec plus ultra urban 
segment in All.I.Can, this simple mantra will be his legacy: JP wasn’t the guy who 
made us realize that skiing could be fun again, he was the guy who made us realize 
that it had been all along. 

– Leslie Anthony 

A fund honouring the spirit and legacy of JP Auclair has been set up to help his 
young son and loving partner during these hard times. 100% of all donations go 
directly to Leo and Ingrid. alpineinitiatives.org/theauclairfund
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We just wanted to make stuff up. We wanted to come up with ideas and try to see if it worked. That was our favourite part.         
    – JP Auclair 

DAMIAN CROMWELL PHOTOS.

MVP

JP AUCLAIR
1977-2014



Independent.
Just Like you.

AT THE BASE OF THE VILLAGE GONDOLAS • WHISTLER VILLAGE • WWW.BLACKSPUB.COM

ESTABLISHED 1985, WHISTLER’S LARGEST BEER SELECTION,  
AWARD WINNING SCOTCH SELECTION, CRAFTED COCKTAILS,  

2014 WHERE TO DINE AWARD, GREAT FOOD AND UNDOUBTEDLY  
THE BEST PATIO AND MOUNTAIN VIEWS.   

BREAKFAST.....LUNCH.....APRES.....DINNER....LATE.



ANADIANCarleton Lodge
below the longhorn saloon

604.938.1616
canadianwilderness.com

C                  N
WILDERNESS ADVENTURES

Uniquely Whistler

ANADIA

Canadian Wilderness Adventures is a company built on passion. 
Today there are many products available, but few have as much intent 
behind them as those offered at Canadian. Every aspect of our tours has 
love, fun, excitement, thrill and rejuvenation threaded throughout.  
How else could we have existed so long – over 20 years now? 
We set out each day with the goal of making our guests’ holiday better by 
helping you to enjoy nature, try new things and leave Whistler inspired 
and refreshed. We are Uniquely Whistler, and all of our guests are VIPs.              
                               Hope you get to enjoy one of our tours.
                                                           Allan Crawford   Co-owner & Founder
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